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Faculty of the College

Minutes of Regular Meeting	 8 September 197?
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, presiding	 4:16 p.m.

1. Minutes of the regular meeting of 12 May 1977 were approved as corrected.
Delete "not" in Minute 10, p. 2, so that the revised sentence reads:
". . . the committee. . . had taken departmental honors as a prerequisite
for college honors.'

2. The Clerk explained the membership of the faculty meeting. Besides
faculty and administration, legitimate attenders include representatives
of the Library and Staff Association, and nine students, of wham two are
representatives to the Board of Managers, and one a representative of
The News. (The News may report what happens in faculty meeting, but may
not quote directiTT The presence of persons other than those indicated
requires faculty approval.

3. The Acting President reported that Haverford students now number
approximately 900. There are 251 freshmen and 17 transfer women. Thanks
to Annual Giving and high enrollment, the College is operating on a
balanced budget this year. The housing situation is 'easing.' Mr. Cary
thanker the faculty for contributing mightily to the fiscal soundness of
the college in recent years by their forbearance in the matter of salary
raises. "New faces' in &ministration this year include:

Penelope Hinckley, Coordinator of Women's Athletics
David Heys Director of Financial Aid, Admissions Office
Greg Kannerstein, Acting Dean of Student Affairs, replacing

A.L.WillimmA for one year during the latterls leave of
absence (Greg's is pat a 'new face")

Gail Leftwidh„ Assistant to the Acting President, Roberts Hall
Donna Mancini, Assistant Dean of Student Affairs
Sharon Martin, Assistant Director of Admissions (minorities

recruiter)
Jonathan Propper, Assistant Director of Admissions
Karla Spurlock, Director of Minority Affairs

4. New members of the faculty were introduced by chairmen of the various
departments.

Hoary R. Luce Professor of Ethics & the Professions:
Francis D. Fisher (intro. by the Provost)

Astronomy: Keith Despain
Classics: Deborah Roberts
English: Maurice Lee, Carol Phoenix
Fine Arts: Charles Metzger
History: John S. Beckerman
Mathematics: Daniel Asimov, Douglas Hawes Ann Playtis
Philosophy: Felmon Davis, Shan Yuan Hsieh
Physics: Robert Hartford
Psychology: Richard Wagner
Sociology & Anthropology: Harriet Whitehead
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5. The Clark explained haw the faculty makes, or attempts to make, decisions.
The faculty elects the Clerk of the Meeting, who presides; the Academic
Council recommends the Secretary, who keeps the minutes. Decisions are
reached not by majority vote, but by consensus. Only faculty opinions are
considered by the Clerk in judging the "sense of the meeting." Assent to
consensus may be withheld by a faculty member, but only the Clerk, acting
far the meeting as a whole, determines whether a dissenting opinion in fact
impedes or frustrates consensus. While attempting to give everyone a
chance to speak, the Clerk recognizes that opinions like persons, vary
in "weight." In general, the procedure is patterned after Quaker practice
--not necessarily, however, "under divine guidance." (See "Information
for Members of the Faculty," Appendix I to Section I, pp. 30-2.)

The Provost reported discussions during the summer with Dean McPherson
of Bryn Mawr. The subject: two-college cooperation; the result: a document
sent to department chairmen to implement the faculty decisions of last
spring. Mr. DIAndrea also announced the impending retirement in 1978
of Harris Wofford from the presidency of Bryn Mawr College.

7. The Convener of the College Committee on Faculty Appointments (Tamara Brooks)
presented the problem of committee membership, a problem that arose because
there is no generally accepted procedure for establishing a college-wide
committee. Both the Student Association and the Minorities Coalition chose
their representatives to the College Committee by appointment. But should
student representatives be appointed or elected?--that is the question.
Should each constituency choose its own method? or should all constituencies
hold parallel elections? In the ensuing discussion there were lengthy
arguments on both sides, but a consensus was reached on these points:

a) The faculty, concerned lest the present impasse impede the operations
of the ommnittee would allow the appointed student representatives to
serve for the remainder of the semester.

b) The faculty-is encouraged that, as reported, the Minority Coalition
plans an election in which all minority students could vote.

c) The faculty asks the Student Association to consider seriously the
faculty's strongly urged recommendation that student representatives
be elected by the student body as a stole.

8. Reporting on the meetings of May 13 and June 11, Harvey Glidnaan, faculty
representative to the Board of Managers, informed the faculty (1) that the
nominating committees of the Board have been instructed to keep minorities
in mind for board membership, (2) that the Haverford Board have received
word from their Bryn Mawr counterparts that the latter have approved the
"Proposal for Two-College Cooperation" (April 6, 1977) without the
qualification (April 28, 1977) attached to it by the Haverford faculty, and
(3) that the Board has approved the sale of 8.9 acres of the Haverford campus
on the other aide of the railroad tracks.

9. Marcel Gutwirth, Vice Chairman of the Presidential Search Committee, reported
that the committee over the summer had worked their way through a list of
over 360 candidates. The committee hopes that three or four front-runners
will emerge who will be invited to meet with groups drawn from all the campus
constituencies for all-day visits, perhaps as early as October.
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10. William Davidon of the Student Standing and Programs Committee asked for
the cooperation of the faculty in upholding academic standards and in
assisting the committee to identify and help students in academic difficulty.
The committee asks instructors to get sufficient information by mid-October
about the work of each student who is failing or doing poor work, and to
respond promptly to the request from the committee in mid-October for
"Reports of Academic Concern." If no mid-term report has been submitted on
a student who nevertheless fails a course, the committee would like to have
an explanation.

11. Jeffrey Genzer, President of the Student Association, thanked the faculty
for their help in Customs Week; and announced a grant of $24,000 from the
William Penn Foundation to be used to organize off-campus volunteer
activities for students. According to Mrs. Blanchard, Career Planning
Director who will serve as program coordinator, "the proposal was
initiated by students who want to see the College take the Quaker commit-
ment to community service as seriously as it does the seven academic
dimensions—therefore, the program is to be known as the `Eighth Dimension."

Adjournment at 6:03 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
- Secretary of the Faculty



Course Approval Request Form

Department: Political Science

Course requested by Harvey Glickman	 , Chairman

Date: March 6, 1978

Course number and title: P.S. 335A Comparative Politics of Modernization*

Instructor: Harvey Glickman

Code: S-2, H-1

restoring
Requesting temporary approval 0	 permanent approval

(in catalog 2 years ago)
Description (suitable for catalog):
General theories of political change--diffusionism and development; dependency and
underdevelopment; imperialism and neo-colonialism. Examination of patterns of
change in Europe and "the Third World"; role of ideologies and interests, selected
policy issues.

Prerequisites: Any 200-level course in comparative government or consent.

How often will the course be taught? Every year.

If alternate year course, when will it be taught?

Course(s) being dropped from the curriculum:
(If no course is dropped, discuss effect on teaching load)

324B Suburban Politics
(Subject matter partially absorbed by new public policy appointment.)

How does this course fit into the departmental curriculum?

Advanced comparative politics course comparable to international politics; permits
African Politics course to examine several other types of systems in some depth,
e.g., Nigeria, Angola/Mozambique, by reducing units on general theory.

How does this course fit into the curricula of related departments at Baverford
and Bryn Mawr, and what is the response of these related departments to this course?

Agreed to by BMC; would provide some general theoretical background for courses in

"European Fascism" and "China, Japan, India." (P.S. 305B, 312B.)

*re-number present 335B to 336B and re-name to "African Politics." No change
in content, except as noted above.



Course Approval Request Form, page 2

Does this course contain material related to racial or cultural minorities?

Not USA minorities; deals with Third World peoples in Third World settings.

Was there any such material in any course dropped?

No.

More detailed description of course - format, content, readings, methods, etc.

Format--Lectures, seminar discussions, exams, paper.
Methods--Critical reading, discussion.
Content--Deal with matters such as,

1) social basis of majors patterns of government--liberal democracy,
fascism, communism.

2) patterns of economic change in relation to political forms in England
and France; Germany and Japan; Russia and China; Latin America and Africa.

3) causes of revolutionary change in Europe and Asia--role of peasants and
elite groups.

4) theories of change in general.
Selected Readings--Rostow, Politics and Stages of Growth; Moore, Social Origins 
of Dictatorship and Democracy; Apter, Politics of Modernization and Choice and the 
Politics of Allocation; Gunder Frank, Capitalism and Underdevelopment; Magdoff,
Age of Imperialism; Marx, various.



TO:	 ALL FACULTY	 16 April 1979

FR f4:	 CLAUDE WINTNER, FOR EPC

Three Haverford students -- Peter Vos, Mark Grunblatt, and

Steve Weimar -- have recommended that Haverford's faculty use

the resources available in the Eighth Dimension program and its

director in the following manner:

1) The faculty should become as familiar as possible with

existing resources so that they may encourage and

constructively counsel students interested in applying

course material to volunteer work, or vice versa.

2) The faculty is encouraged to create or modify courses so

that outside sources and new learning environments found

In the Philadelphia area will be used wherever feasible

for application of classroom material.

Furthermore, they recommend that

An examination of the existing Physical Education require-

ment should be made with a view to increasing it to four

semesters (currently it is three), with the option of using

two for volunteer work.

EPC was asked to lend Its weight to this proposal by bringing

to the faculty a statement of the Committee's support. W. hereby

do so and ask the faculty also to support the above positions. It

is clear that point 3) needs more work before it can become policy

(at the earliest, for the class entering in the fall of 0A0.)

One must be assured of widespread student support, which must be

demonstrated by the students. One must also work out, agreement

with the Physical Education Department. However, EPC feels that

in this instance it can be the faculty whteh moves first, rather•

than last, by lending its support.

19 April 1979

To:	 All Faculty
From: Claude Wintner, For EPC

As an addendum to the 16 April not about an examination

of the existing Physical Education requirement, EPC recommends

to the faculty that, pending approval of the other eonstituEno'es
—

involved, those students in the class of 1982 who have satisfa to

completed two semesters of Physical Education this year he gi'en

the following options for next year:

1. Take a third semester of Physical Education or

2. Do qualifying volunteer work under the Eighth

Dimension Program for a semester.

The results that emerge from the use nonuse of this opttn

should help in further planning in this area.



Haverford College

To :  The College Community

RE. Administrative changes

FROM:
	 Robert Stevens A.1

DATE.  April 24, 1979
THE STUDEN"

Finals Week '79...

After nearly a year of review and consultation, I have concluded
that Haverford should move to redefine and realign the administrative
services it offers which most directly effect students.

While I envision no major changes in the way we do our business
at the College, a consolidation of student services will provide a more
focused and coherent perspective on the needs and interests of students
as well as giving that perspective a larger role and a stronger voice
in the administration.

I have asked David Potter to assume administrative responsibility for
the merged academic and non-academic deaning and for most other services
to students including athletics and security as they pertain to students.
In his new post, Dean Potter will retain his present title and will report
directly to me.

Working closely with Dean Potter will be Dean Adolphus Levi Williams,
Jr. Dean Williams will be devoting a third of his time to teaching in the
Political Science Department.

Dean Gregory Kannerstein will work one-third time as Associate Dean
of the College and Dean Donna Mancini will serve full-time as Assistant
Dean of the College.

The exact administrative arrangements for next year in the new dean's
office is a subject Dean Potter is already beginning to address and about
which he will have something to say at an appropriate time. I know he plans
to seek the advice of the community and intends that each of the deans will
be involved in a broad range of responsibilities. We shall all be consult-
ing with appropriate committees as we seek to evaluate the implications of
this experiment. My hopes are, however, high.

RS :am

The Council Committee on implementing Diversity has established

a new subcommittee, the COMMITTE2 to ASSIST the ADMISSIONS OFFICE

(C.A.A.O.), to be co-chaired by Tin ibindexter and myself, Carlos

Carcia.

The role of the committee is to organize student input with the

aim of developing a more diverse applicant pool for the College. By

"student input" is meant the Active Participation of haverfordiann

in three main facets of Admissions in the following ways'

1) While back home, establishing ties with community groups

through which a greater contact with future prospectivea

might begin. Such groups include churches, youth organ-

izations, etc.

Z) Again while at home, following up on prospectives that have

been targeted by Haverford or have expressed interest in ash

that Is, contacting them personally.

3) Volunteering an on-campus hosts to encourege and facilitate

prospectives' visits.

4) ]tc.

The point is that the College nee,is students, in saws

(but well organized) quantities , to get thin process going. Purther-

more, we need these quantities NOW, so that we can get started THIS

SUMMER ....

If you are at all interested, curious, or full of suggestions,

don't hesitate to call me anytime at 056 - 566

ADIOS -

Carlos Caccia

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
PA 19041

215-642-2526 	
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Faculty of the College

Minutes of Regular Meeting	 20 October 1977
Thomas D'Andrea, Clerk zo. tem	 4:16 p.m.

1. Minutes of the regular meeting of 8 September 1977 were approved, minute # 8
having been emended to read: ". . the Board has approved the sale of

acres of the Haverford campus on the other side of Haverford Road"
Z. not "the railroad tracks"J.

2. In his capacity as Provost the Clerk ao tem

a) reported that, owing to the illness of Ramon Garcis-Castro,
Christopher Goff and Sandra Ward have assumed the duties of the
chairman of the Distinguished Visitors Committee.

b) forwarded a request from the Acting President that the Director of
Minority Affairs be permitted to attend faculty meetings. The
faculty approved.

c) informed the faculty of various actions undertaken in response to
the Healy Report: (1) meetings scheduled with Haverford and Bryn
Mawr Fine Arts, Religion, and Music Departments to discuss the
Report and to arrive at appropriate means of consultation; (2) an
invitation from the the Bryn Mawr Review Committee (Robert Burlin,
chairman) to our EPC to represent Haverford interests before the
Bryn Mawr Committee*

d) assured the faculty that Bryn Mawr authorities understand the
obligation to consult with Haverford.

e) conveyed the official view of the Healy Report as a proposal,
under review, which in some form will be presented to the Bryn Mawr
Board as a recommendation in December. Non-negotiable: the size
of the cut 4700,000), and the maintenance of a strong graduate
program.

3. Robert Gavin presented the recommendations of the Academic Council on
"Committee Structures and Responsibilities" (Annex 1), dated October 4
and distributed previously.

a) The faculty approved the following changes:

1) The Distinguished Visitors Committee will no longer serve
as a subcommittee of the EPC, but will report directly to
the faculty.

2) The College Honors and Fellowships Committee likewise will
lose its designation as a subcommittee of the Students Standing
and Programs Committee.

3) The Faculty Compensation, Fringe Benefits, and Housing Sub-
committee of the Administrative Advisory Committee is now
charged with advising the AAC and the Faculty on matters
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pertaining to compensation, fringe benefits, and housing.
Its membership will consist of three faculty members,
preferably one living off-campus and two residing in college-
owned housing.

4) Proposals involving drafts on Faculty Research Rinds are
to be processed by ad hoc committees appointed and assisted
by the Provost.

b) The faculty discussed at length the recommendation that the
Administrative Advisory Committee, as a faculty committee, should
report to the Faculty Meeting and seek its approval prior to
submitting recommendations to the Administration or to other
bodies. ("Information for Members of the Faculty° [Sept. 1, 19762
states that the AAC "shall give advice to the President and Vice-
President for Finance and Development on all college business matters
where faculty concern is strong" (p. 282). Discussion of this
issue produced no consensus, and the decision was postponed till
the next regular faculty meeting.

4. Representing the Academic Council, Wyatt MacGaffey explained the difficulties
of making committee assignments. A mechanical system is unworkable. Among
the constraints: exemption of the individual from committee service one year
out of four, the varying aptitudes of faculty members for different jobs,
leaves full and part time, etc. "A roster is prepared; the Council attempts
to be fair." Question: 'Why shouldn't exemptions cover ad hoc as well as
regular committee assignments? Answer: It's hard to get representation
from all three divisions on ad hoc committees. (Presumably everyone felt
better after Wyatt's explanatiorit7

5. As a Faculty Representative to the Board of Managers, Richard Bernstein
reported that

the Chairman of the Board "is impressed" that the faculty, by not
having been properly compensated in recent years, has made a balanced
budget possible. The expectation (hope?) is that this sacrifice will
not have to continue.

the Haverford Board politely declined the invitation of the Bryn Mawr
Presidential Search Committee to have a Haverford representative
serve on it.

the request by the Minorities Coalition for representation on the
Haverford Presidential Search Committee was denied.

the proposed establishment of a retirement community to be affiliated
with the College and located on the campus bordering on Haverford Road
"is now a dead issue." The committee of the Board recommended that it
would be inadvisable, given the growth pattern of the college, to
devote any part of the campus to this use.
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6. Claude Wintner of the Educational Policy Committee requested and received
faculty approval of a list of new courses and course changes that had been
distributed on October 14 (Annex 2). One new course provoked discussion—
General Programs 266b, cross-listed in English and Political Science, which
will find its focus within an interdisciplinary examination of political
thought and literary expression in America from the Revolutionary period
to just before the Civil War. Its special features include two instructors
from different departments, readings integrated from two existing courses,
six hours of class meetings per week for students, limited enrollment, and
double credit. Objections to the double-credit stipulation were not
sustained.

(At this point in response to the Clerk's inquiry the Faculty affirmed 6 p.m.
as adjcurrment time. Deleted from the agenda in consequence were reports from
two committees—Administrative Advisory and Faculty Compensation, Fringe Benefits,
and Housing. Postponed till the next regular meeting was a report from the
WOMenia Caucus, while one from the College Committee on Faculty Appointments
(see item # 7 following) was out short and likewise deferred.)

7. As convener of the College Committee on Faculty Appointments, Tamara Brooks
reminded the Faculty of their decision on 26 April 1977 to develop a five-
year timetable for adding minorities to the faculty "in numbers commensurate
with the need to achieve significant presence--8 or 10 full-time equivalents
given the present size of the faculty.* The College Committee on Faculty
Appointments, having been created as an instrument for achieving this aim,
is presently working on estimates, guidelines, and procedures. The report,
necessarily hurried and cut off by the clock, left details for later
specification.

Several Arsons expressed doubt concerning the wisdom of the faculty action
last spring (wile are making race a_rc se central") and hope that the main
issue would remain open.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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Faculty of the College

Minutes of Regular Meeting 	 17 November 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, presiding 	 4:17 p.m.

1. Minutes of the regular meeting of 20 October 1977 were approved.

2. Stephen Cary, Acting President,
a) announced the part-time appointment for one year of Marsha Levy-

Warren as consultant to Haverfordis College Committee on ,:cmen.
In addition to her work for this cornittee, she will plan work-
shops on advising and curriculum, security, health services,
residential life, careers, and psychological counseling.

b) suggested that problems of heat on campus—too much, too little—
be referred to Mr. Cary himself, or to jai el Gubins.

c) expres3ed his opinion that the idea of a retirement community is
not a "dead issue" (cf. Minute	 20 Oct, 1977), but merely
quiescent: it may come alive.

d) reported on various presentations to the Poard of Managers: by
Karla Spurlock on her role as Director of Minority Affairs;
Tamara ?rooks on the work of the College Committee on

Faculty Appointments;
Thomas D'Andrea (Provost) and Claude Wintner (Chairman,

Educational Policy Commit tee) on the Healy Report;
Daniel Gilles and Deborah Roberts on the work of the

Classics Department.
e) informed the faculty of the opening of a new channel of

communication with the Board of Managers--luncheon discussions.
Anyone who has a particular concern or issue in mind appropriate
for such discussion should so inform the Acting President or a
Faculty Representative to the Board.

f) introduced our new Director of Public Relations, Mary Ann Myers.
Among her duties will be the editing of Horizons, the liaverford
alumni magazine.

3. Sandra Malard presented a document from the Women's Caucus dated
16 November 1977 (Annex 1), containing recommendations on "Temporary
Part mime Employment" (Faculty Handbook, Sec. B, pp. 14-16). Discussion
revealed confusion over present policy and uncertainty over the
implications of the new proposals.

The Women's Caucus was instructed to revise their recommendation
in the light of faculty discussion and after consultation with the
Provost and the Academic Council. The revision should than go either
back to the faculty directly, or to the faculty via the Council.

4. Wyatt MacGaffey for the Academic Council announced the formation of an
ad hoc committee for an appointment in mathematics. Committee member-
ship: chairman, from another department; two faculty members outside
the math department; one "counterpart" from BMC; one or more members of
the math department; two student and two faculty members cf the College
Cornittee on Faculty Appointments (CCFA); and two math majors.

The exceptional composition of the committee provoked debate. Why
was so radical a departure not presented to the faculty in written form
and in advance of the meeting? Isn't the committee "stacked" against
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4. (continued)

giving the curricular import of the appointment due weight? A broad
search is desirable and to this end help from the :CFA is appropriate,
but selection of the candidate shou'd be rade in accordance with our
usual procedures.

But the projected role of the CC FA had its defenders and the
faculty approved the committee as constituted, but for this one
appointment pray. "Time is of the essence." The substantive issue
raised by the Council's action demands further discussion.

5. Ir. kacGaffey announced the approval of the Academic Council for appoint-
ments in English, Fine Arts, and Religion. These de3artrents may begin
their searches, though the composition of their respective committees has
yet to be determined.

6. Marcel Gutwirth of the Presidential Search Committee summarized ti worl:
of the committee to date. Of a pool of approximately 390 candidates,
270 were recommended, 117 applied for the job. A subcommittee screened
out 1CO. Four front-runners are scheduled for two-day visits to the
campus, as follows:

Bernard Warren Harleston, Dean of the Faculty of Arts & Sciences,
Tufts University. Nov. 28, 29.

Neil Robert Grabois, Provost, Williams College.
Dec. 1, 2.

Andrew Gabriel DeRocco, Professor, Institute for Physical Science
and Technology, University of ::aryland. Dec. 5, E.

Gerhard E. Spiegler, Professor of Religion, Temple University.
Dec. 12, 13.

Schedules of these visits were circulated so as tc give all campus
constituencies an opportunity to meet with the candidates.

Adjournment at 6:00 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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November 15, 1978

Professor Edwin Bronner
Haverford College
Eaverford, Pa. 19041

Dear Ed:

Let me try to communicate to you Academic Council's
understanding of the specific charges to The Committee on
Plans for Implementing Coeducation.

Essentially, the faculty asked for a committee which
would serve as a representative of the faculty in our future
thinking on the admission of women to the College, and would
advise the College on the educational aspects of implementing
the decision to admit women.

Specifically, your committee should do three things:

1. It should invite the faculty to express its vievs
about its consensus in favor of admitting woren and the strong
reaffirmation of that consensus last spring. We hope that
this question can be raised at the next faculty meeting, and
raised simply by summarizing the argument for that consensus.

2. It should plan what steps, if any, will need to be
taken from an educational and curricular point of view assuming
the College makes a final decision to admit women at all levels,
in the near future.

3. It should explore ways to involve the Eryn Mawr College
faculty in these discussions and plans in accord with the "full
consultation" required by the Two College Cooperation Agreement
of May 1977.

Sincerely,

Thomas D'Andrea

TD'A:jky
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Faculty of the College

Minutes of the Regular Meeting	 15 December 1977
Edwin Brunner, Clerk, presiding 	 4:16 p.m.

1. The minutes of the meeting of 17 November 1977 were approved as emended.
Minute # 5 is revised to read: Mr. MacGaffey announced the authorization
by the Academic Council to the English, Fine Arts, and Religion departments
to explore, in cooperation with the College Committee on Faculty Appoint-
ments, the possibilities for appointments in these departments. The
Council will await the results of these explorations before appointing
ad-hoc committees.

(Note: The practice of occasional underlining in the minutes having
been queried, the secretary silently vowed never in the future to cross
the fine line between under and averlining, and never, if possible, to mt.,
this typographical device to tendentious use.7

2. The Acting President reported

a) acceptance of the recommendation of the Academic Council that Ramon
Garcia-Castro be granted promotion with tenure.

b) a grant of $15,000 to the Chemistry Department from the 	
and Henry Dreyfus Foundation.

c) the appointment of a new committee on administrative hiring. It
will be the business of this committee toexamine and evaluate the
contributions of various administrators to diversity, to make
recommendations concerning old positions vacant and new positions
pending, including indication of the kinds of search to be adopted.

At present two searches are in progress: one to fill a position
in the accounting department of the Business Office, the other to
replace Jack William in Admissions.

3. The Provost conducted an election to determine Edwin Brenner's successor as
Clerk of the Meeting for the second semester of this academic year. (Mr.
Brenner will be on leave.) The winner: John Spielman.

(Minutes 4 and 5 below record announcements made while the election was in progress.)

4. Jane lidseth called the faculty 4 s attention to the work of the Student-to-
Student Counseling Service, located in the Morris Infirmary, with a corps of
eleven specially trained students, three from Bryn Mawr. Students in need
of help who refuse to see a professional counselor can often benefit from
peer counseling. The service is offered from 8 to 12 p.m. Sundays through
Thursdays. A brochure is available.

5. John Chesick of the Faculty Compensation Committee summarized the findings
of the committee on certain trends: (1) in the five-year period from July
1972 to July 1977 the Consumer Price Index for Philadelphia rose by 46%,
while Haverford College faculty salaries rose by only 34%; (2) the size of
the faculty in full-time equivalents increased by 30% from 56.8 in 1963-4
to 73.5 in 1977-8, while the number of students grew by 92% from 465 to 895
over the same period, yielding a change in the student/faculty ratio from
8.2/1 to 12.2/1; (3) the number of administrative and other staff persons
increased by 100% from 41 in 1963-4 to 82 in 1977-8.

1)



Regular Meeting	 15 December 1977

10. (Continued)

"Both faculties should expect that appropriate bodies on the counterpart
campus will have to be consulted on issues at a time when recommendations
are in the process of being formed, and often before (sic 7 the issues
are brought to the faculty as a whole on the home campus, and that such
consultation can be expected all the more when the issues are important
and sensitive."

Adjournment at 6:00 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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Faculty of the College

Revision of a Ilinute 	 9 Febraary 197?

The following is a revision of the second paragraph of Linute # 10 of the
Minutes of the Regular Meeting of 15 r.ecember 1377.

10. 272nd par., rev...7 A question of propriety arose over the timing of
the Educational Policy Committee's review of the Re7tew Committee's
report. Is it proper for the EPC (or any other Haverford committee)
to see and respe‘nd to a "qn. 4 tiven Bryn Ilawr document (iii this case
the Report of the Review Committee) prior to its being seen by the
Bryn Mawr faculty as a whole? In answer to this question the EPC
submitted the following statement for faculty approval.

Both faculties should expect that appropriate bodies on the counter-
part campus will have to be consulted on issues at a time when
recommendations are in the process of being formed, and often before
the issues are brought to the faculty as a whole on the home campus,
and that such consultation san be expected all the more when the
issues are important and sensitive.

The faculty approved. The EPC has been informed that a similar statement
will be submitted to the Bryn LAwr faculty for their approval.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty
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Haverford College

All FacultyTO: 	 FROM. 
	Academic Council

RE:  Ad-Hoc Committees	 DATEDecember 13, 1977

At the last Faculty Meeting, Council proposed as a model for
future ad hoc committees, during the lifetime of the Committee on
Faculty Appointments (CFA), an expansion of the standard pattern,
to include some CFA representation.

Council accepted CFA's own recommendation that it be so rep-
resented, to ensure that CFA itself be well informed of the dif-
ficulties actually encountered by ad-hoc committees, in general and
in particular. Council also wanted to make sure that no adversary
relationship developed between CFA, the Faculty, and its other
committees.

In proposing the expansion, Council felt (and still feels) that
it was acting well within the limits of discretion alloted to it
both by the Faculty Handbook and by practical tradition. Represen-
tatives of the Black Students League and other particular interests
have been included in ad-hoc committees in the past, for example.

Council was not asking approval for a new device, but attempting
to keep Faculty informed of our collective progress in implementing
the decisions of last Spring. Those decisions were taken in the
knowledge that the affirmative action policy, and the procedures
associated with it, had not been effective in meeting the goals
announced in 1972.

The unwieldiness of large committees, and the need not to burden
CFA members excessively, prompt Council now to modify its proposal,
with the concurrence of CFA, to include in future ad-hoc committees
normally only one faculty member from CFA and one student. The
faculty member will be appointed by Council, the student member by
the students on CFA.
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7 December 1977

To:	 The Board of Trustees of Bryn Mawr College

From: The Educational Policy Committee, Haverford College
(Stephen Cary, Thomas D'Andrea, Douglas Davis, Mira Mihelich,
David Potter, Nina Schuster, Sara Shumer, Jeffrey Silberman,
Karla Spurlock, Claude Wintner)

In the course of several meetings, Haverford EPC has discussed
the implications for Haverford of the original Healy Report and of
the Report of the Review ComMittee. We have not had sufficient
time to consult our departments and to solicit opinion from the
entire Haverford community. Nevertheless, we wish to forward some
preliminary general thoughts to you.

At the start of our deliberations we were concerned about the
possibility that the cuts at Bryn Mawr could be proportionately
greater at the undergraduate than at the graduate level. We were
pleased that Professor Burlin assured us that this was not Bryn
Mawr's desire, and we look forward to continued consultation on
this matter.

Our immediate concerns fall broadly into four categories,
namely, that we need to seek further consultation on the following:

1) Cases where a shift in enrollments (due, for example, to
staff cuts) may necessitate substantial changes in a
counterpart department's operations.

2) Cases where the effect of staff cuts will be to remove
fields of study from the curriculum in the Two College
Community.

3) The operation of newly emerging non-counterpart depart-
ments and programs.

The forms of assistance that either college should
extend to the other in maintaining non-counterpart
departments.

Relevant to category 1) we particularly welcome the recommen-
dation of the Review Committee that English be reduced by two and
not by three positions. It was our feeling that too great a cut in
such a pivotal department would change enrollment patterns in the
Haverford department beyond our capacity to handle them without
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extensive reorganization. We wish to register our concern that
large enrollment shifts toward already heavily enrolled departments
at Haverford, such as Philosophy, may lead to the necessity for
reconsideration of the programs in those departments on both campuses.

Relevant to category 2), recognizing that any cut in a small
college community must result in the loss of some fields of study,
we feel that it is important that the impact on the Haverford cur-
riculum of such cuts be considered in every instance. We are
specifically concerned that, given the pattern of tenured and non-
tenured faculty in the History department at Bryn Mawr, cuts might
result in the elimination of the fields of African History and Modern
Jewish History in the Two College Community.

Within category 3) we wish to emphasize our position that, under
the new arrangements in Music, major requirements in that field
should be set by the Haverford department in consultation with the
remaining tenured Bryn Mawr faculty member, whose courses will be a
part of the curriculum. The case of History of Religion represents
amore complicated matter; but, once again, we are uncomfortable
with any model which has major requirements being set on one campus
when a majority of courses must be taken at the other.

Within category 4), we are not clear about the form of assistance
which Haverford should undertake to give in the case of Geology, as
is mentioned by the Review Committee. On the whole, it seems to us
that non-counterpart departments should stand on their own, and that
the best goal is to achieve a balance of non-counterpart opportunities
between the two campuses.

There is a final general point which we feel deserves emphasis at
this time. Some members of the Review Committee felt that it was
inappropriate for a Haverford committee (in this case, EPC) to see a
sensitive document (in this case, the Review Committee Report) in
advance of members of the Bryn Mawr faculty as a whole. Hence, the
decision to make the Review Committee Report a public document at
the same time that it was given to EPC. While being sympathetic to
some of the concerns which have been raised in defense of this action,
and also appreciating the time constraints which were operative, we
nevertheless feel that such a position goes against both the spirit
and the letter of the Two College Cooperation Agreement of 14 May 1977.
We therefore intend to bring to the Haverford faculty -- and expect
that an appropriate body will bring to the Bryn Mawr faculty -- a
clarification of this point, namely, that both faculties should expectttu
appropriate bodies on the counterpart campus will have to be consulted
on issues at a time when recommendations are in the process of being
formed, and often before  the issues are brought to the faculty as a
whole on the home campus, and that such consultation can be expected
all the more when the issues are important and sensitive. 

ej •

aude Wintner, for EPC
CW:dc

Copy: Professor Burlin



TO:	 All Faculty and Administration 	 Date: November 30, 1978

FROM: Thomas D'Andrea

RE:	 Independent Study Courses

I call your attention to the following, which was approved by the Faculty
at its Meeting of November 16, 1978.

a. Normally it will be expected that independent study for credit will be
carried out only under the supervision of faculty members on regular
appointment, within the discipline of the faculty member.

b. Independent study under General Programs will normally be carried out
only under the supervision of faculty members on regular appointment,
whose appointments are not in a specific department of the College.
In this case the independent study shall nevertheless be in a specific
field, not in "General Programs."

c. Independent study courses under the supervision of faculty members
other than those on regular appointment must have the approval of
the chairman of the appropriate department as well as approval of
the Provost.

d. It is recognized that a faculty member may have areas of expertise
outside of his or her discipline which might provide areas for
independent study. In such cases approval should be sought from
the Provost and from the chairman of the appropriate department.



Faculty of the College

Minutes of the Regular Meeting	 16 February 1978
John Spielman, Clerk, presiding 	 4:15 p.m.

1. The Clerk (a) gave the raison dletre of the new seating arrangement and
apologized for any disorientation that it might have caused; and (b)
announced that, when issues touching the Committee on Faculty Appoint-
ments arise, he will as a member of that committee ask Stephen Cary to
preside, thereby avoiding the possibility of a conflict of interest.

2. The following new members of the faculty were introduced by the chairmen
of the appropriate departments:

N. G. L. Hammond (Classics)
Curtis Greene (Mathematics)
Minasse Haile (Political Science)
Ross Kraemer (Religion)

(Other new appointments: Stephen Berg (English), Nancy Goldring
(Fine Arts)_7

The Cleric also introduced Carl Sangree, newly elected President of the
Student Council.

3. The minutes of the meeting of 15 December 1977 were approved with the
revision of Minute # 10 as circulated (Annex I). (There was no
regular meeting in January.)

4, Acting Presiaent Stephen Cary made the following announcements:

Lamar Elmore and Michael Weinstein have each been reappointed for
three-year terms.

John Whitehead, Chairman of the Board of Managers, has fulfilled
his pledge of one million dollars to the Faculty Development Fund.

The settlement of the estate of Janet Engelhardt will yield the
College approximately $170,000.

Notification has just been received of a bequest to the College of
approximately $100,000 from Ruth V. Foley, subject to a life
tenancy.

The Charles E. Merrill Trust has just awarded the College a grant of
$35,000 for minority scholarships.

Three searches are currently in progress, whose objects are:
a replacement for Jack 7(4 114Am in Admissions;
a replacement for Richard Morsch in Physical Education;
a director of the Eighth Dimension Program, half-time,

a two-year appointment.

5. The Provost informed the faculty that departmental plans for cooperation
with Bryn Mawr were all "in* and had been reviewed by Harris Wofford and
Thomas DIAnarea. (Because of the special situation caused by the Healy
Report s the departments of Mathematics, Music, and Religion were excepted.)
No departments have decided on a complete merger; no departments have
decided to end cooperation. All major programs are now open to students
of both colleges. Next fall the Provost of Haverford and the Dean of
Bryn Mawr will again review departoental plans.

over
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6. Michael Weinstein requested and received faculty approval for a special
meeting to discuss the Budget Report of the Administrative Advisory
Committee. The special meeting is scheduled far Thursday, February 23,
at 4:15 p.m., contingent upon the Budget Report's being in faculty mail-
boxes not later than Wednesday the 22nd.

7. Two items in Harvey Glictmants report on the Board Meetings of December 10
and February 10 provoked discussion.

a) The projected sale of college property on the other side of Eaverford
Road as conditional upon a zoning change, for which the builder has
made application. As Ur. Cary explained, the College wants this
land to be it to productive use. Possible income from it may
approximate $10,000 a year. In the discussion that followed,
concern was voiced that the Board only makes decisions affecting
the physical property of the College. People in the community, it
was alleged, feel dubious about the plan because they have not had
an opportunity to discuss possible alternatives with the College.

b) The request by the Students Council President to admit freshman
women having been denied by the Board, John Whitehead offered
these reasons:

1) It is unwise to raise the issue now before we have found
our new president.

2) The cooperative agreement with Bryn Mawr needs a fair trial.
3) The previous case for the admission of freshman women was

economic. Economic pressures have now somewhat subsided.
Mr. Whitehead further announced an open meeting of the Board with
interested students on the issue of coeducation.

In the ensuing faculty discussion it was denied that the case
for the admission of freshman women rested purely or even mainly on
economic grounds; a date for reconsideration was called for; and

\; the faculty reminded itself that it was on record as of December
1976 as favoring coeducation. No action was taken.

80, Ariel Loewy initiated the discussion on faculty hiring policy by (a) stressing
the conciliatory and constructive spirit of his two letters to the faculty,
one dated 13 February 1978 (Annex II) on why he resigned from the Committee
on Faculty Appointments, the other dated 15 February 1978 (Annex III)
suggesting some modifications in our present hiring procedures, and (b) defining
the "substantive issue" as he saw it and setting the terms of the ensuing
discussion. For him two questions are paramount:

What exactly is targetting?
And what is, what should or should not be, the role of the CFA in

making or affecting educational policy/
In the discussion that followed targetting was defended as a temporary but
necessary expedient for "priming the pump," to the end of getting adequate
minority representation on our faculty. As for the sort of candidate to
be targetted, extremes were denied and the mean upheld; one opinion opposed
targetting graduate students cr new Ph.D.'s; another frowned on limiting
targetting to "extraordinary" candidates; still another held that "race and
VIZ should not be determinants."



Regular Meeting	 16 February 197 8

8. (continued)
Debate on Mr. Loewy's second question was in part frustrated by

emphatic differences of opinion on the wisdom of stopping the discussion
at 6 p.m. or going on. It was finally decided to stop at the usual time
and to hold a special meeting at which the Committee on Faculty
Appointments would present

a report defining their mandate,
their jurisdictional relation to the Educational Policy Committee,
their operating procedures.

L7Proleptically be it noted, this meeting took place on arch 9.3

Adjournment at 6:00 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty



TO:
	

All Faculty	 RE: Appointments

FROM: The Academic Council	 13 February, 1979

1. Ad hoc committees authorised last spring for a position
in Religion and a part-time position in Spanish have
been appointed. Finger and Naus, chairmen.

2. CFA has recommended continuation of existing full-time
positions in English, Philosophy and Spanish. Council
requests authorisation to appoint ad hoc committees for
a senior appointment in English and an appointment in
Spanish. CFA will work with the Philosophy department
to locate minority candidates.

3. Temporary positions in Mathematics and Music are to be
made permanent. Council requests authorisation for an
ad hoc committee to review the incumbents of the three
temporary part-time positions in Music. CFA will work
with the Mathematics department in search of minority
candidates.

4. New positions have been reserved by CFA in Music and a
Gest Professorship of Comparative Religion. The Gest
Professorship, a five-year, non-tenured position must
go to someone capable of running the program, as well
as teaching; Islamicist preferred. In Music, a music
historian is preferred, but that preference may be
modified by the outcome of the part-time reviews. CFA
will work with the Music department and the Gest
committee.
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The Clerk reported regrets from Acting Prestdent Steve Cary who
as unable to attend the	 ^ -_^r i.ng because of long-Standing deVelopment

oommiti.ents.

ins ein, Chair7an	 pr es	 ,d t	 ommitteefs

port, !ctt	 been cir ula:_ej to the 	 in advance of the
Teeting.	 He corrected three er r or s	 cur-,ent:

a) Cr page .:, last	 n. of	 Igraph	 uld be 21 --S,100

instead of 'i6,000

b) On page 10.	 DeletE proposal 0,44) iii.	 =This adds 6,300

to the .leficit.)

c)	 On page 13, first !inc. of paragraph 4:	 Substitute "control"

for "cur_ back."

The faculty was asked to delay discussion of page 13 until a
later faculty meeting t,-hen AAC will bring in a report which raises
issues referred to in that section.

There was discussion of general issues concerning AAC's report
and specific questions regarding certain items in the budget (see
attached notes).

The faculty agreed to continue discussion of AAC's report at
another special faculty meeting on Thursday, 'larch 2nd at 4:15 PM
in the Common Room. First on the agenda will be items skipped
during this meeting:	 tuition, faculty salaries and student aid.

Adjourned: 6 PM

Thomas D'Andrea
Secretary pro tem
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ein reporting	 Administrative Adv	 onmtttee:

Mike pointed	 ree	 ors in the	 circulated to
the faculty by AA_,.

1)	 On page
	

last line of paragraph w. 	 should he 215,000 •
instead o
	

86,000.

On page
	

delete proposal (44) iii. 	 (This adds
6,300 to	 deficit.)

3)	 On page 13,	 substitute "control" for "cut back" in first
line of paragraph 4.

Mike asked the faculty to delay discussion of page 13 until
a later faculty meeting when AAC will bring in a report which raises
issues pointed to in that section.

	

3.	 Mike reported that AAC has not thought in terms of what size
deficit the Board might allow.	 AAC's obligation was to decide what it
thought was best for the College and not try to speculate on the Board's
limit.	 Furthermore he cautioned that deficits permanently reduce
revenues to the College and should be avoided, in general, except to
smooth over temporary imbalances.	 Finally, he aske:: the proposal by
faculty to reduce revenues or increase expenditures he accompanied by
either a compensatory proposal to reduce some other expenditure of
lusti,	 - ation for incurring a largef - deficit.
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a )	 7,:as his intent ion to hold an P	 salary increase,

b) that he doubts the wisdom of goi n g to the Board with a

deficit budget.	 He believes a balanced budget is impor-
tant for the campaign and fundraising and he hopes to

avoid discussion of where to cut on the floor of the
Board meeting.

Questions on the budget:

Line 17:	 Are we appropriately allocating all costs, such as house-
keeping, etc., in. this item? 	 'tike believes it is being done carefully.
A question was raised as to whether or not SGC has any suggestions for
balancing AAC's budget. TD'A replied that conversation with SGC on
this matter had been brief, but tuition appeared to be the only obvious
place at the moment.	 AAC's proposed budget •would put tuition and fees
at 4,950 for 78/79 (4,830 tuition + 70 student gov' t fee + 50 fresh-
man orientation fee).

A member of the faculty suggested that AAC's deficit was within 1/2
1% of the total budget and that this was within the limits of expert r ental

error.	 The argument should be made to the Bc , ard that holding the line

on tuition might be more important than a 	 deficit.	 In f - -t this

year we came in with a slight surplus.
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Line 27:	 In reply to a cuestior about twe additional ad issions
officers plus i.	 seeretries, ?ill Ambler discussed Int- :teed for
extra staffto gef fe	 students.	 Mike pointed ou*: tn:it some at

these additions *f - a, bee- approved last year and haO h. , : been made.

Thus, !The ia:rease	 next year's nedget and tais year's actu a l

expenses is largcr thofglt no additions fc , planned start have been
proposed by AA ,	 A question • as raised as to whether 'r aot
precise sa;ary figures hampered Aike's work 	 "like believes it does
not seriously constrain :he work of the Comm ttee.

Line 32:	 Past. AACs had asked for evaluation of the yield from the
addition of staff to the Development Office; Has progress occurred?
Mike replied that good evidence is lacking and he doesn't know how
one would get it.	 There was concern raised about the size of the in-
crease here and the difficulty of accounting for it.

Lines 38 & 39:	 No comments.

Line 43:	 (third line) the College needs a qualified engineer, which
AAC recommends hiring, but AAC does not recommend the addition of a
mechanic.	 (additional sentence at end of this item, following
...practices in Gest)	 AAC believes that the new engineer would
significantly improve maintenance and that the College can wait to
hire a new mechanic until the need becomes evident.

Line 42:	 The journal policy in the library was raised by a member of
the faculty who felt that teaching & scholarship were difficult under
the present policy. David Fraser commented on rising costs beyond our
control, the enormous costs of resubscribing to journals that had been
dropped (but available at Swarthmore or Bryn on the dif-
ficulties with the loan program (of which he was unaware). 	 One of the

members of AAC felt we were still oversubscribed tLf ,ournals in the
library and that we simply can't provide journals tar one member of
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Line 2:	 Tit	 :.2orr%, was	 ypressed about tHis item.	 .1.!

nickle-&-dimed to death.	 The :-.11'.)0 inLreAse in strimer expetaLions

was reasonable his Year, but 	 should guard against future in-

cursions  on this item.	 We must preserve our student aid policy as

currently practiced.

The meeting adjurred with Agreement that the faculty shout., meet
again on Thursday, 'larch	 in the Common Room to	 :).-t.inue

discussion of AA's repot-, Agenda: First on the agenda tIL he

items skipped during this meeing; tuition, faculty salaries, and

student aid.
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CURRENT	 EXPENDIIURES BUDGET TRENDS 1975-76 to

1'715-1116	 1976 1•7/

ACTUAL	 ACTUAI	 it CHANGE.

1977-78

1977-1179
punul	 t (MANGE

AAC

1179-19/9
OUDGET I CHANGE

21 I.	 EDUCAIIONAL	 E GENERA' 5,056011 5.200,171 2.8 5,614,210 6.4 6.242,100 12.8

72 ADMINISTRATIVE	 EXPENSES 467,418 519,146 10.8 461,720 -12.2 538,080 16.5
71 PRESIDENI'S OFIACE 106,913 124,186 17.0 110.930 -12.7 105,300 -5.3
24 PROVOSI'S OFFICE 78,000 91,15R 14.3 81,450 -6.8 89,950 1.8
75 VICF-PRESIDENTIAL.	 FUNCTIONS 792,675 304,007 1.6 767,340 -13.7 342,830 29.2

26
27

StUDEN1	 SERVICES
ADMISSIONS

461,066
I11,201

601,544
701.321

10.7
21.1

624,440
252,390

24.5
21.1

6/8,890
268,210

8.7
6.3

28 ACADEMIC DEAN AND RECORDER 90,709 11,785 10.6 91,160 -6.9
124,970 13.9

21
30

STUUFE11	 AFFAIRS
orrIcu	 01	 MINORITY	 ATIAIRS

191,639 194,478 1.5
0.0

239,700
40,490

22.5
0.0

236,600
49,010

-0.7
11.7

GENIRAI	 INS1110110NAL	 EXPENSES 541,419 516.420 -O./ 557,680 4.1 606,350 8.7
17 ACOMNI	 E DEVELOPMENT 714,437 296.887 0.8 291.100 -2.6 140,050 17.5
11 CEN1RAI	 SERVICES 90,594 67.411 -21.0 70,000 12.1 72.500 3.6
)4 SPEAKER PROGRAM 18,122 80,510 3.1 70.500 -14.2 85,000 20.6
35 INSURANCE	 F.	 RUIRMNT	 ALLOT. 86,755 99.410 2.6 84,000 -5.3 107.800 28.3
16 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURES 0 7,602 • 43,900 • 1,000 •

37 INSTRUCTIoNA1	 EXPENSES 2,011,703 2,041.881 1.1 2,231,350 9 . 3 2,561,950 14.8
39 rAcU1 Iv	 SAIARIFWERINGES 1,692,747 1,730,923 2.2 1,942,200 12.2 2,184,720 12.5
19 my!.	 EXPENSE-INSIROCT.SOPPORT 326,956 311,058 -5.1 781,150 -7.6 377,230 30.5

40 COMPUTER CENTER 62,738 67.678 0.6 61,220 10.5 75,750 9.4
41 SPONSORED RESEARCH 257,985 711,617 17.6 275,000 -8.2 279,000 1.5
42 1111RARY 452,416 507,67? 11.1 500,180 -0.5 537,230 7.4
41 PIIYSICAI	 PLAN! 909,571 731,969 -9.4 814,640 10.1 964,850 18.4

44 II.	 STUDENT	 AID 510.000 680,113 28.3 905.000 33 . 1 1,029,330 13.7

45 III.	 Aux1118RY	 ENTERPRISES 1.823.656 1055,011 7.2 1,174,740 1.0 2,082,460 5.5

46 A I ITLE	 ICS 1911,711 721.269 11.2 780.150 26.9 298,140 6.2

48
41
50

D0RMITORIFS
DINING CFNIFR
800KSIORE
courGr	 FACILITIES RENIAL

266.186
530,517
113,044
94,450

761,214
554,949
118,965
155,148

-2.2
4.6
3.1

•

266,610
557,500
277,190
65,000

2.2
0.5
11.7

287,410
586,100
238,550
56,000

7.8
5.1
7.4

•
51
52

FACULTY/STAFF MUSING
HAVERFIRM PARK	 APARTMENTS

104,764
445,664

137,974
424.827

32.3

-4,9
170.680
462,000

-14.3
8.8

141,000
415,200

16.8
2.9

51 IV	 INTEREST	 ON RANK LOAN 139,299 108,753 -27.2 85,000 -27.9 60,600 -40.3

54 TOTAL EXPENDITURES 7,548,768 7,944,414 5.2 8,418,970 7.0
9,414,490 10.8
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BUDGET REPORT TO THE FACULTY BY THE

ADMINISTRATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE (AAC)

2/22/78

This budget report contains the following information:

ITEM PAGE #

1) Explanation of the First Draft Budget 2-3

2) Table I:	 First Draft Budget 4

3) Explanation of Table II 5

4) Table IT:	 AAC's Proposed Revisions of the 6
First Draft Budget

5) Explanations of AAC T S Proposed Budget Revisions 7-11

6) Budget Trends for all Departments, 1975-1978 12

7) Curbing theGrowth7of-Non-Instructional Staff 13

4
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EXPLANATION OF THE FIRST DRAFT BUDGET, FISCAL YEAR 	 1978-1979

In the Fall of each year, heads of departments (academic and otherwise) are
asked to submit budget requests for the following fiscal year. These requests
are assembled into a first draft budget.

For the fiscal year 1978-1979, two versions of the first draft budget were
composed. Both versions were based on a student enrollment of 900, a tuition
rise of $500 (to $4,830), and no change in the student-aid policy. In the
first version, faculty and staff salaries were assumedto rise by an average of
five percent; in the second version, faculty and staff salaries were assumed
to rise by an average of ten percent.
(The five and ten percent figures represent the Administrations a_priori 
estimate of the likely range of salary increases; in fact, any number could have
been chosen for purposes of constructing a first draft budget). Only the ten per-
cent version of the first draft budget is presented in this report (Table I,
page 4). The only difference between the two versions is that a ten percent
average rise, in comparison to a five percent average rise, in faculty :And
staff salaries increases expenditures (and thus the deficit)by 48.6-3-0044/5 )006

The (expected) total revenues in the first draft budget are 9.17 million
dollars and the (expected) total expenditures are 9.86 million dollars,
leaving a 686,000 dollar deficit (Table I, page 4).

However, after the first draft budget was forwarded to AAC, the Administration
proposed two revisions:

(1) that a $50,000 payment be made to the Endowment Fund in order to
amortize a $5,000,000 debt that has resulted from previous
budget deficits and building programs;

(2) that a new engineer- forheating and maintenance be hired.

Thus the total expected deficit that AAC confronted was approximately $776,000.
The specific reasons for this enormous first draft budget can only be determined
by a detailed examination of the individual items. However, among the more im-
portant explanations are the following:

(1) there are several requests for personnel additions (the requests for
which had been denied in recent years);

(2) the college's committments to minorities and women have added to
expenses; and

(3) the costs of items that the college purchases (for example, library books
and periodicals) have risen more quickly than the average rate of infla-
tion in the economy.

The first draft budget compares unfavorably with the first draft deficits from
previous years ($540,000 for fiscal year 1977-1978 and $350,000 for fiscal
year 1976-1977). Furthermore, first draft requests in previous years often
included obvious luxuries; unfortunately, no such frivolities were discovered
in the requests for next year. All department heads recognize the college's
budget problems and have adjusted their requests accordingly.
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Thus AAC was forced to choose amongst a number of very valuable, sometimes even
necessary, uses of the college's revenues. The budget we propose attempts to
allocate funds for the most critical purposes, even though many reasonable re-
quests had to be denied. AAC would like to remind the faculty that the con-
sequence of any recommendation to increase expenditures (or to decrease re-
venues) is either to increase the deficit or to eliminate some other expendi-
ture (assuming there are no new sources of revenue).

That is the bad news. The good news is that we propose a budget which does
not propose firing anyone; however, as will be outlined below, many requests
for additional personnel had to be denied. Furthermore, the committee re-
frained from "blind cuts"; in no instance did we propose reductions in ex-
penditures unless we were prepared to describe which programs were to be
eliminated. The impact of the proposed budget will be similar to the predic-
tion of last year's AAC: "We believe the reductions that we suggest below
can be lived with; they will be uncomfortable, but not destructive."
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NOVEMBER 08, 1977

CURRENT REVENUES     

TABLE I:

1978-79 BUDGET

FIRST D

FIRST DRAFT 

;Si 

11-8-77	 VERSION 10 PCT. SAL. INCR.

CURRENT EXPENDITURES

1978-1979
BUDGET_

1978-1979
BUDGET

1	 1.	 EDUCATIONAL 6 GENERAL 6,476,800 21 I.	 EDUCATIONAL 6 GENERAL 6,570,020

2	 TUITION 4,147,000 22 ADMINISTRATIVE	 EXPENSES 575,080
1	 FEES 61,500 23 PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 118,100
4	 ENDOWMENT NON-STUDENT AID 1)5,2(0 eaorosvp_orrIcs _ 104,550
5	 GIFTS 6 GRANTS NON STUDENT AID 735,000 - 25 VICE-PRESIDENTIAL FUNCTIONS 351,830
6	 SPONSORED RESEARCH 279,000
1	 RECOVERY Of INDIRECT COST_ __26 SERVICES_STUDENT 743,290
a	 COMPUTER CENTER 9,700 27 ADMISSIONS

28 ACADEMIC DEAN AND RECORDER 126,970
9	 II.	 STUDENT AID 357,800 _	 •STUDENT AFFAIRS 248,000

30 OFFICE 61/ MINORITY	 AFFAIRS 50,530
10	 STUDENT AID FROM ENDOWMENT 233,800
11	 STUDENT AID FROM GOVERNMENT__ 54,000_ 31 GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSES_ 660,260
12	 STUDENT AID FROM GIFTS 70,000 32 ALUMNI 6 DEVELOPMENT 164, 960

33 CENTRAL SERVICES 72,500
13	 III.	 AUXILIARY	 ENTERPRISES 2,335,350 34 SPEAKER PROGRAM 85,000

35 INSURANCE 6 OLD PENSIONS 107,800
14	 DORMITORIES 680,000 36 MISCELLANEOUS	 EXPENDITURES 10.000
15	 DINING CENTER _460,250
16	 BOOKSTORE 270,000 37 INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENSES 2,637,650
17	 COLLEGE FACILITIES	 RENTAL 92,000 38 FACULTY SALARIES/FRINGES 2,249,120
18	 FACULTY/STAFF HOUSING _	 137,50Q ______ DEPT.EXPENSE-INSTRUCT.SUPpORT 387,930
19	 IIAVERFORD	 PARK	 APARTMENTS 495,600

40 COMPUTER CENTER 76,250
20	 TOTAL REVENUES _9.169,950 ill RESEARCH__W115014E1) 279,000

42 LIBRARY 592,230
41 PHYSICAL PLANT 1,006,260****** 4, 44$11, 41$,Malb asOas *******Maassallaa$$ $$#11.41

•

--- 44 II.	 STUDENT AID 1,078,025
• TOTAL REVENUES	 $ 9,169,950•
• TOTAL EXPENDITURES 4S III .	 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 2,142,660

• DEFICIT
•

•
5

qs
47

ATHLETICS
DORMITORIES

330,840
308,170**** ** *** 44•44 ,04,0414 0** * ** *** 011 41$41 044 ** *** ** ** * * * ** 48 DINING CENTER 576,500

49 BOOKSTORE 238,950
50 COLLEGE FACILITIES RENTAL 62,000
51 FACULTY/STAFF HOUSING 141,000
52 HAVERFORD PARK	 APARTMENTS' 485,200

53 IV	 INTEREST ON RANK LOAN 65,600

54 TOTAL EXPENDITURES 9,856,105
•
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EXPLANATION OF TABLE II

Table II (page 6) presents AAC's proposed revisions of the first draft budget
(including the two subsequent administration revisions described on page 2).
The line numbers in Table II refer to the line numbers of the first draft
budget (Table I). The sign conventions are as follows:

(a) For Revenue Items (lines 1-20):
a plus sign represents a budget . change which increases the
expected revenues relative to the first draft budget: a
minus sign represents a budget change which decreases the expected
revenues relative to the first draft budget.

(b) For ExpenditureItems (lines 21-54):
a plus sign represents a budget change which increases the expected
expenditures relative to the first draft budget. A minus sign re-
presents a budget change which decreases the expected expenditures
relative to the first draft budget.

Therefore, a minus sign next to a revenue item and a plus sign next to an
expenditure item add to the expected deficit; a plus sign next to a revenue item
and a minus sign next to an expenditure item subtract from the expected deficit.

There are two useful rules-of-thumb for the curious:

(1) A change in faculty and staff salaries of one percent, on average,
changes expenditures by $43,000 (split about evenly between faculty
and staff);

(2) A change in tuition of $100 changes the net revenues to the college by
$54,600, assuming an enrollment of 920 students ($92,000 in extra
tuition minus $37,400 in financial aid increases)

Table II indicates that AAC is proposing expenditure cuts of $448,110 and
revenue increases of $197,450: a deficit of $-41r;735 remains.

Pages 7 thru 12 provide the AAC's reasons for pro osing these revisions in the
first draft budget. .



0
0
0

STUDENT AID Fapm ENDOWMENT
STUDENT AID FROM GOVERNMENT
STUDENT AID FROM GIFTS

+35,000
+31,350

0
- 2,000
- 2,500
-10,000

+197,450

DORMITORIES
DINING CENTER
BOOKSTORE
COLLEGE FACILITIES RENTAL
FACULTY/STAFF HOUSING
HAVERFORD PARK APARTMENTS

TOTAL REVENUES

A.A.C. PROPOSED DEFICIT

Page 6
THE FIRST DRAFT BUDGET

EXPENDITURES

I. EDUCATIONAL	 & GENERAL

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE -11,600
PROVOST'S OFFICE -11,600
VICE-PRESIDENTIAL	 FUNCTIONS - 4,000

STUDENT	 SERVICES
ADMISSIONS -45,500
ACADEMIC DEAN AND RECORDER 0
STUDENT AFFAIRS - 8,200
OFFICE OF MINORITY AFFAIRS -	 1,000

GENERAL	 INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSES
ALUMNI	 & DEVELOPMENT -39,910
CENTRAL	 SERVICES 0
SPEAKER PROGRAM 0
INSURANCE & RETRMNT ALLOT. 0
MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURES - 9,000

INSTRUCTIONAL EXPENSES
FACULTY	 SALARIES/FRINGES -20,000
DEPT.	 EXPENSE-INSTRUCT.SUPPORT -10,700

COMPUTER CENTER 0
SPONSORED RESEARCH 0
LIBRARY 50,000
PHYSICAL PLANT -61,410

II. STUDENT	 AID =5+7940

III.	 AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES

ATHLETICS -29,700
DORMITORIES 0
DINING CENTER +16,500
BOOKSTORE 0
COLLEGE.FACILITIES RENTAL - 6,000
FACULTY/STAFF HOUSING 0
HAVERFORD PARK APARTMENTS -10,000

IV	 INTEREST ON BANK LOAN - 5,000

54 TOTAL EXPENDITURES

TABLE II: AAC's PROPOSED REVISIONS

REVENUES

I. EDUCATIONAL & GENERAL

TUITION	 +96,600
FEES	 0
ENDOWMENT NON-SCHOL	 +15,000
GIFTS AND GRANTS NON-SCHOL +25,000
SPONSORED RESEARCH	 0
RECOVERY OF INDIRECT casr	 0

COMPUTER CENTER	 + 9,000

II. STUDENT AID

III. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES

21

22
23
24
25

26
27
20
29
30

31
32
33
34
35
36

31
38
39

40
41
42
43

44

45

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

53

An 8%, rather than a 10%,
average increase in
faculty and staff salaries -86,000

Itemized Expenditure Cuts -362,110
Total Expenditure Cuts -448,110
Total Revenue Gains +197,450
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EXPLANATIONS OF AAC's PROPOSED BUDGET REVISIONS

REVENUE CHANGES

LINE #

(2) Tuition:	 +96,600

The Administration has revised its estimate of student enrollment
from 900 to 920. AAC proposes that tuition rise by $500. Since
other fees are unchanged, the total costs for students will rise by
approximately 8%.

(4) Endowment Income: 	 +15,000

Based on revised Administration estimates.

(5) Gifts and Grants: Non-Student Aid: +25,000

Based on Revised Administration estimates.

(8) Computer Center: +9,000

Based on revised Administration estimates.

(14) Dormitories: +35,000

The occupancy of students will be increased from the planned level of
680 (for fiscal year 1977-1978) to 715. This proposal has been ap-
proved by the student Housing Committee (Duncan Schmidt and David
Goodman, Co-Chairpersons.) See line 19.

(15) Dining Center:	 +31,350

Based on a revised estimate of the number of students on board (a con-
sequence of the change proposed in line 14).

(17) College Facilities Rental:	 -2,000

Based on revised Administration estimates (see line 50).

(18)Faculty/Staff Housing Rentals:	 -2,500

AAC recommends that faculty and staff salaries rise by eight, rather
than ten percent; therefore, faculty and staff rents will increase by
eight percent, rather than the ten percent proposed by the first draft
budget.

Haverford Park Apartments. -10,000

The number of minimum density two-bedroom apartments will be increased
by ten (to a total of fourteen such apartments): this change has been
endorsed by the student Housing Committee (see the associated change
proposed in line 14).

(20) Total Revenue Changes: 	 +197,450
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EXPENDITURE CHANGES

AAC proposes that faculty and staff salaries increase by eight percent rather
than the ten percent figure used in the first draft budget. This will de-
crease expenditures by $86,000.

(23)President's Office: 	 -11,600

AAC proposes that the position of Assistant to the President be eliminated.
The Administration agrees and has suggested that the new President will
need to rely on more experienced personnel for assistance and would be
unlikely, under any circumstance, to utilize this position to the extent
that Jack Coleman did.

(24)Provost's Office:	 -11,600

(i) The Provost will teach one course each semester (rather than teach-
ing no courses, as in the first draft budget);

(ii)The budget for Ad Hoc committees would be reduced.
(iii)AAC proposes that a request for more secretarial help be denied.

AAC believes that the necessary secretarial help can be provided
from elsewhere in the college.

(25) Vice-President's Functions:	 -4,000

After Bill McCarthy resigned, a reorganization of the office resulted
in a small saving; there was also an error in the first draft budget.

(27) Admissions:	 -45,500

No increases in (the budgeted level of) staff were granted. (the office
did request two additional admissions officers and two additional secre-
taries). AAC, and the Administration agrees, that the Admissions Office
has proven that it can successfully recruit students with its present
staff. However, Bill Ambler has concluded that he cannot reach the
target of 1000 students with his current staff as long as men and women
are not admitted on an equal basis.

(28)Academic Dean and Recorder:	 0

AAC proposes that Dave Potter's request for a new position -- Assistant
to the Dean of the College -- be denied. AAC believes that if Dave
Potter's office requires additional personnel, the additional support
should be provided from elsewhere in the existing Administration.

(29) Student Affairs: -8200

(i) AAC proposes that the request to extend the appointment of the
Career Planning Director to 12 months be denied;

(ii) AAC proposes that the request to add a permanent half-time posi-
tion to the counseling service be denied. There will, however,
be a replacement for Jane Widseth while she is on leave.

AAC particularly regrets not granting the counseling service's request for
a permanent additional half-time position. Jane Widseth has provided com-
pelling evidence that the addition would be valuable to the community. If
AAC had decided that the college could afford any additions to the Adminis-
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tration, then this position would have been funded. Therefore we urge next
year's AAC to give reconsideration of this request the highest priority.

(30) Office of Minority Affairs: 	 -1,000

AAC recommends that $2,000 be budgeted for the Black Cultural Center.

(32) Alumni & Development:	 -39,910

AAC proposes that the request for additional staffing be denied. The
Administration concurs with AAC's proposal.

(36) Miscellaneous Expenditures:	 - 9,000

Contingency fund is reduced to 1,000.

(38) Faculty Salaries/Fringes: 	 -20,000

A contingency Fund is reduced from $50,000 to $30,000.

Though the college plans to add six new faculty members next year, the
first draft budget provides for only five additional salaries. By not
budgeting for six additional faculty, AAC is NOT proposing that one of
the positions be eliminated. Rather, AAC is guessing (reasonably, the
Administration has suggested) that it is highly unlikely that the col-
lege will succeed in filling all six positions by next year. In the
event that the six faculty positions are filled the money for all six
will be spent.

See comment above line 23 for additional reductions in faculty and
staff salaries.

(394 Departmental Expenses -- Instructional Support: -10,700

(i) there was an error of $7,400 in the first draft budget;
(ii) Al Williams will be asked to assume the duties of the pre-law

advisor.

In the past, Al believes that he has had insufficient time to handle pre-law
advising as well as all of his other responsibilities. AAC hopes, however,
that with the addition of Donna Mancini to his office, Al's other duties
can be reduced so that he can serve as the pre-law advisor. We urge next
year's AAC to reexamine this experiment to ensure that Al has not been over-
burdened.

(42) Library:	 -50,000

This cut is the result of an expected contribution from Bryn Mawr
and Swarthmore Colleges for cooperative library programs, a $3,000
reduction in cooperative stbscriptions, a $2,000 reduction in co-
operative book purchases, a $2,800 cut in Haverford's individu41
subscriptions and a $1,000 cut in Haverford's individual book
purchases.
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(43) Physical Plant:	 -61,410

(i) the Administration has provided a number of revised cost estimates;
(ii) road repairs will be deferred; 	 •
(iii)the plant fund (for major repairs) will be increased from $25,000 to

$35,000 (rather than to $50,000, as proposed in the first draft
budget);

(iv) AAC agrees with the Administration that an individual with training
as an engineer (or equivalent experience) be added to the Physical
Plant Department to deal with the increasingly sophisticated
heating system. However, AAC does not believe it is necessary to
add an additional mechanic; instead, we may look forward to in-
creased efficiency of existing staff resulting from the new
engineer.

(v) With the departure of the Assistant to the Campus Beautification
Program a reorganization of the office results in a $5,000 saving.

(vi) the proposal by the Administration to make a $50,000 payment to
the endowment fund in order to amortize a $5,000,000 debt (which
is the result of previous deficits and building programs) is de-
nied.

AAC believes that additions to the endowment fund should be postponed. The
college is incurring unusual expenses (due, for example, to programs for
minorities and women). This is not the best time to be adding to endowment
from current operating income. Rather, AAC proposes that the endowment
be increased with the revenues that will be generated from expansion to
1000 students and from the capital campaign.

Additionally, AAC believes that increases to endowment should not be con-
sidered as expenditures which contribute to the size of the measured deficit.
Otherwise the size of the deficit will convey misleading information as to
the state of the college's finances (and perhaps lead to unwise reductions
in programs). The failure to add to endowment should not be treated as con-
tributing to the deficit.

(44) Student Aid:

(i) higher federal loans ($40,590 ) are now anticipated.
(ii) additional student aid is required because of the higher expected

enrollment (approximately 24,000).

-lialuar-f-4,141-15e-eta--446T2Aelrt
-(4im) AAC recommends that the summer savings expectation be increased

by $100 for all aided students (approximately a $35,000 saving).
AAC believes that this increase is reasonable, particularly since
the summer savings expectation has not been increased for the
past couple of years (despite inflation and a rise in minimum
wages).

(46) Athletics:	 -29,700

(i)	 a 12,000 sinking fund for equipment repairs and the like is eliminated.
AAC believes that repairs for athletic equipment, etc. should be
determined on the same basis as maintenance for the rest of the
College. Therefore these funds were removed from the Athletic
Department and added, in part, to the plant funds of the Physical
Plant Department.
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(ii)$9500 is cut from student employment. Using the base year of 1976-77,
AAC added a total of 27% to arrive at a figure for 1978-79 (7% for
inflation in 1977-78, 10% for inflation for 1978-79, and 10% for
women's programs).

(iii)AAC proposes to cut $8200 from intersession sports (trips by teams
during vacations). AAC believes that the college can no longer
afford this relatively new program. $3500 has been left for intersession
sports so that the Athletic Department can choose to send either one of
the large teams (for example, baseball) on a trip or to send several of
the smaller teams (golf, tennis) on trips during vacation.

(48)Dining Center: +16,500

The additional expense is due to the increased estimate of student enrollment
(recall that revenues for the Dining Center are also higher; see Line 14).

(49)College Facilities Rental: -6,000

Basedl,on remised Administration estimates. See description for Line 17.

(52)Haverford Park Apartments: -10,000

Based in revised Administration estimates.

(53) Interest on Bank Loan: -5,000

Cut accomplished by faster repayment of term debt.

(54) Total Expenditures:	 -362,110

Sum of lines 23, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 36, 38, 39, 42, 43, 46, 48, 50, 52, & 53.

Therefore: Total Expenditure Cuts:	 -448,110

Total-Revenues Gains:	 +197,450

Remaining Deficit:
	

40,795

AAC does not propose reducing the deficit below $40,795. Any $41,000 reduction
in expenses would have deleterious effects on the community that would far outweigh
the consequences of this minimal erosion of the endowment funds.
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5g370,990 50846,150 21 I.	 EDUCAIIONAL	 6 GENERA.. 3,056,91) 3,200,171	 5,5)4,21(

041.191,292 411 3,191111150 22 ADMINISIRA/IVE	 EXPENSES 461,438 319,146	 461,1?(
56,4411 58,100 21 PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 106181) 124,996	 110,0)(

961,401 936,000 24 PROVOST'S OFFICE /8000 89.158	 91,45(

156,609 681,100 25 VICE-PRESIDENTIAL	 FUNCTIONS 282,625 304,002	 261,)4(

297,611 2/5,000
56,115 92,000 26 STUDENT	 SERVICES 453,066 501.544 624,44(

19,129 15,000 21 ADMISSIONS 1/1,201 201,321 252.19(
28 ACADEMIC DEAN AND RECORDER 90,208 99,785 93,16(

287,328 3411000 29 SIUDENI	 AFFAIRS 191,619 194.428	 238,204
10 OFFICE OF MINORITY AFFAIRS 0 0	 40,49(

201,810
10,118

225,000
54.000 11 GENERAL	 INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSES 539,419 515,920	 5571687

491040 68,000 32 ALUMNI C DEVELOPMENT 294,411 296,1181	 289, 30(
)3 CENTRAL	 SERVICES 80,594 62,431	 70,00(

2,326,4)2 2,307,000 )4 SPEAKER PROGRAM 78,122 90.510	 /0,50(
35 INSURANCE C RETRMNI ALLOT. 96,255 98,490	 84,001

651,994 7101000 36 MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDITURES 0 /,602	 3,88(
624,046 665,000
210.4/6 250,000 31 INSTRUCTIONAL	 EXPENSES 2,019,iO3 2041.991 2,231.351
210,900 95,000 38 FACULTY	 SALARIES/FRINGES 1,692,7474 1. 1'1.730021 L4,942,207
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51 IV	 INTEREST ON BANK LOAN 138,299 100,753	 85,00(

54 TOTAL EXPENDITURES 1,548,768 1,944,414	 9,499,970
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Curbing the Growth of Non-Instructional Staff

AAC is concerned about the rate of growth in non-teaching positions at the
College. These have produced increases in expenditures which are not easily cut
because they require firing people and because some aspects of the functions
performed by the new positions are not expendable.

AAC recommends that the administration create a procedure, involving AAC,
to review the need for additions and replacements to the non-instructional
staff. We recommend that the administration take advantage of natural departures
to rearrange work assignments in order to eliminate the creation of additional
non-instructional positions to approximate the numbers envisaged in the original
expansion model, which promised little or no growth in non-instructional
positions as we moved to 1000 students.

The problem of excessive growth in non-instructional staff is partly a
consequence of a procedure which adds new positions for new functions. The
new functions may be essential, but they should be filled in part by condensing
other functions and compensatory sharing of roles. We are not large enough to
use a "one person - one function" rule in the administration. We do not do it
in the faculty; we are generalists who fill in as needed and who allow
valuable things to go undone in order to do other things that have higher
priority at the moment.

C6A-frtre
if we do not rut-bask the size of the non-instructional staff we will

be faced with some combination of the following alternatives:

1) continuing deficits.
2) hiring fewer faculty, thereby going beyond the 12:1 ratio we set

when we decided upon expansion.
3) having the real income of faculty and staff decrease even more than

has been the case to date.
4) raising student fees at a rate which exceeds our current atypically

high rate.
5) abandoning our policy of meeting student financial needs.

We cannot afford to do everything we might ideally wish to do and
probably not even do everything we ought to do. This recognition has been
in effect at the instructional level for some time. We believe that a
similar recognition of limitations must now be applied to other aspects
of the College's operations.

Tim Cone
Lamar Elmore
Jon Holtzman
Charles Lerman
Jon Mednick
Sidney Perloe
Sylvia Schnaars
Karla Spurlock
Michael Weinstein, Chairperson
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Faculty of the College	 MAR 2 3 1/ 0

Minutes of the Special Meeting	 2 March 1978
John Spielman, Clerk, presiding	 4:15 p.m.

1. The minutes of the Special Meeting of February 23 were approved, with this
addendum: The clerk solicited and gained :Acuity assent to a request from
the Committee on Faculty Appointments that they present their report to the
faculty on March 2 if the budget discussion was completed by 5:10 p.m.;
otherwise another special meeting.

2. Michael Weinstein, Chairman of the Administrative Advisory Committee,
directed the attention of the faculty to three items the discussion of which
was deferred from the previous special meeting on the budget—tuition,
faculty salaries, and student aid.

Tuition. Concern was expressed over the increase of MC in student
tuition, an increase that would put tuition plus fees at $4,950 for
1978/79 ($4,830 plus $70 student govIt fee plus $50 freshman orientation
fee). The increase was defended as substantial but reasonable, given
current levels of tuition in the country at large.

Student Aid. The discussion linked student aid and job availability.
Rumor has it that students who need jobs are not arrays assured of getting
them. Is this rumor baseless? Probably, but in any case the Admissions
Office plans to survey the student job situation this summer.

Faculty and Staff Salaries. The discussion here focused first on the
ratio of the instructional budget to the total budget, taken as an "index
of efficiency." Mr. Weinstein found this ratio not a legitimate index and
of no use in constructing a budget. The discussion then shifted to the
consideration of the relative size of the non-instructional budget.

We have at present, it was asserted, no procedures for controlling the
number of administrative posts, whereas the size of the faculty is rigorously
scrutinized. "There is no machinery for making cuts in the administration.*
Should the Board hire an outside consultant to analyze our administrative
operation?

Concern was expressed over the possible future misapplication of the
"rule of thumb" given on page 5 of the Budget Report, which states that
"a change in faculty and staff salaries of cne percent, on the average,
changes expenditures by $43,000." Since the proposed deficit comes to
approximately $40,000, the proposed salary increase becomes the single
most vulnerable item in the budget. 	 Singling out this item is purely
arbitrary.

When several discussants toyed with the idea of declaring certain
budgetary items inviolate, in effect saying to the Board "hands off,"
Stephen Cary pointed out that he gets the budget report, not the Board,
and that as far as he is concerned, the one inviolate item is the 8%
salary increase.

3. At 5:30 p.m. the faculty approved the Budget Report of the Administrative
Advisory Committee( 22 February 1578; Annex I). Applause for the committee.

4. There was no time for the presentation and discussion of the report of the
Committee on Faculty Appointments (see Minute # 1 above). The faculty
agreed to a special meeting to discuss this report  on Thursday, March 9,
with Harvey Glickman presiding (see M 4 nute # 1, 16 :e1:x-lar7 1978).

Adjournment at 5:37 p.m.
Sugar 3mith use
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Faculty of the College

Special Faculty Meeting	 9 March 1978
Harvey Glickman, Clerk pre ten presiding	 4:19 p.m.

1. The clerk placed before the faculty the one item on the agenda: the CFA
"Report on Activity to Date," dated 27 February 1978 and previously
circulated (Annex I). (See Minute # 8, 16 February 1978.)

2. Tamara Brooks briefly introduced the Report of the Committee on Faculty
Appointments, (a) saying that it was designed "to show the ways in which
the CFA is acting to implement the faculty's decisions of 26 April 1977,"
and (o) identifying its dual focus az targeting and e-u,,, cati:..nal policy.
The CFA participates in a process that attempts to keep in balance
"external realities, curricular considerations, and the need for diversity."

Interpretation 

The Report was pronounced "fair," giving an accurate account of how the
committee operates, but exception was taken to a statement on page 3, 3rd and 4th
lines down—"The targeting called for in the April 26 document refers to 'all
levels'." The pertinent statement in the earlier document, itaa # 4, page 2,
reads as follows: "The College will move towards the goal of having minorities
represented at all ranks and categories of the faculty. . . ." Are these
equivalent statements?

NOTE: In what follows the secretary attempts not to reproduce
the flaw of the argument, bet to distill its essence. He has
resorted freely to paraphrase, "for the letter killeth." Even
materials enclosed in quotation marks are not necessarily
verbatim, though retaining somewhat the flavor of the spoken word.

Modes of Search

Would the committee target graduate students?
It does not in fact do so, but it is prepared to recommend appointments
at all ranks.

Why has the open search failed us? Has or failure been studied? Aren't we
in danger of merely repeating our past mistakes?

We tend to perceive °ay- that excellence which we can readily recognise--
namely, that which we have ourselves. Hence the present composition
of the faculty.

Open search allows racial bias, usually "subliminal," to operate unimpeded.
On the other hand, our affirmative action officer has never reported
instances of racial bias.

One should not be too optimistic about getting many minority faculty
members, whatever the mode of search. In most fields they are "a scarce
commodity."

What is wrong with targeting?
It protects people fnmn comparisons. This is "paternalistic" and "unhealthy.'

Moreover, at lower levels it may lead to mistakes not easy to rectify.
It excludes candidates from consideration on the basis of race.
We must search simply for "the best," regardless of creed, race, sex, or color.
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What is right with targeting?
It promises to get results. It is an essential part of a procedure that

will help us to locate and attract minority candidates.
Targeting does not preclude comparisons which are inevitable anyhow. Nor

does it involve a compromise on quality. "If we do not find the right
minority candidate one year, we =time the search the next."

"Who among us would settle for a compromise on quality? Not the Minority
Coalition, not the M.-- in short, no ones"

Goals

Do we thick an ethnically diverse faculty desirable?
Racial diversity is desirable in an educational institution. (Q.E.D.--

no supporting argument felt to be necessary)
We should become "a representative commulity, and talfill our responsibility

to society." If, compromise is necessary to achieve this, then we must
compromise.

Is our preseat faculty in fact homogeneous, as it is apparently assumed to be?
Our faculty is in reality already diverse; likewise our upper middle-class
students. Diversity is not to be defined simply in terms of race and/or
class. The very concept of diversity, hitherto unexamined, is problematical,
*a dubious concept."

Is it possible that, owing to a lack of menaces of Haverfordts special ethos and
limitations, we are setting unrealistic and unrealizable goals for ourselves?

We are insurmountably and without apology a small, non-urban, middle-class
college. *We have never had a very good track record here with blacks."
Other places, especially universities, have proved more inviting and
more accorsoodating. Can we compete? Should we try to compete? Thanks
to the real fact of institutional diversity, no single institution need
try to do everything. Mach as we would like to attract an appreciable
number of minority persons to our faculty, to be followed in duo course
by an increase in the number of minority students, are we in fact
equipped to succeed? Are our goals perhaps unrealistic? One has the
nightmarish thought of attracting some distinguished minority faculty.
only to find that the hoped-for influx of minority students does not
materialize. In this case would not the black faculty members leave?

But this nightmare is in turn *unrealistic." What about current demographic
projections? In ten years one-third of the college population will
consist of inner-city minority students. High schools are closing down
in the suburbs. Haverford cannot afford to isolate itself from these
developments.

Conclusion

No consensus emerged from this meeting, which concluded to conclude nothing.
There appeared to be unanimity or near-unanimity on the desirability of increasing
minority representation on our faculty. But questions of priority, principle,
means, and feasibility continued to divide US.

The CPA Report, it was agreed, should be an agenda item at the next regular
meeting of the faculty (23 March 1978).

Edgar Smith Rose
mf" thA FAmitly.

Adjournment at 6:00 p.m.
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Faculty of the College

Minutes of the Regular Meeting 	 23 March 1978
John Spielman, Clerk, presiding 	 4:16 p.m.

1. The minutes of the meeting of 16 February 1978 were approved with the
following corrections: (a) In 7. b) 3) the sentence in question should
read: "The previous case for the admission of freshman women was largely 
economic." (b) In the same minute, it was the Board's Committee on
Student Affairs, not the Board as a whole, that was to meet mien interested
students on the issue of coeducation. (c) The secretary, who aspires to
be right to a T, favors the correct spelling of "targeting* (§12) oassim).

2. Stephen Cary, Acting President,

a) announced the appointment of a Committee on a Retirement Community,
Charged with canvassing the pros and cons of establishing such a
community "from the college point of view." Membership: Holland
Hunter (Chairman), Linda Gerstein, Samuel Gubins, Mary Ann Meyers,
Frederick Fowler, and David Oedel. (See Minute # 5, 20 October
1977; and Minute 2c, 17 November 1977.)

b) reported the reception of a grant of 350,000 from the Charles E.
Merrill'Foundation for minority scholarships, and the reversion
to the College of an anonymous trust which will add $18,000 a year
to our endowment.

c) presented for discussion and faculty approval a document previously
circulated, "College Policy on Tax Liens," dated 20 larch 1978 (Annex I),
intended to replace the "inadequate" statement of present policy as
given on page 48 of the Faculty Handbook. The tenor of the revision
may be indicated by abstracting two sentences from it, as follows:

Although it will comply, Haverford College believes it is
wrong for the Internal Revenue Service to require private
institutions to be its agent in violating the conscience
of employees in the compulsory collection of taxes withheld
on grounds of conscience. . . . It is therefore college
policy to honor tax liens, but the business manager should
make clear to the Internal Revenue Service through a cover-
ing letter each time the college honors a lien that we do
so under protest, that we object on moral grounds to being
it in a position of acting as the agent of government in

the violation of individual conscience, and that we urge
IRS in the future to act as its own collection agent by
confronting the taxpayer directly rather than requiring
the college to do it.

After the deletion of the last sentence of the first paragraph on
page 2 beginning "As an educational institution. . . ," the faculty
approved Ir. Caryis document as an expression of our convictions
on the issue of tax liens. It will now be submitted to the Board
for their approval.

3. The Provost
happily announced that Howard Comfort will again edit the College

Catalog, with full authority to "clean up" the style of course
descriptions; and
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3. (continued)

reported that the Bryn Mawr faculty approved the substance of Minute 10,
15 December 1977 (revised 9 February 1978). Prepared by the BPC,
the statement recorded in that minute aims to ensure better liaison
between the two colleges in the matter of handling "sensitive"
documents.

4. Claude :Vintner of the Educational Policy Committee

a) requested and received faculty approval of a list of new courses
and course changes that had been previously circulated, 16 March
1978 (Annex II).

Corrections:
Items lak, 10B„ 10C, p. 5: lest 300a,b.

Permanent approval for the framework.
Temporary approval for the particular courses.

Item 14, p. 7: Physics 304b. (Note letter correction.)
Item 15, p. 8: Physics 304e.

The physics prerequisite in item 15 is 304d (not 209d).
Temporary approval for both courses.

The discussion ranged over such matters as the desirability of listing
courses dropped as well as courses added ( 1We need to think about the
curriculum as a whole"), the present rarity of limited enrollment
courses (only two, Music 013a and Psychology 216a), and the rationale
of course numberings.

b) presented for discussion a graph of numerical grade distributions,
based on same 2400 grades submitted by the Haverford faculty for
Haverford students in the Fall of 1977. The median grade is 86, or
3.7, a level clearly indicative of grade inflation. In the judgment
of the EPC "the system is not working" and "some deflation is called
for and must occur." At the April faculty meeting the committee
will recommend that the Haverford faculty submit its grades directly
in the 4.0 system, to be recorded in that system with no conversion.
Meantime discussion is in order and comment is invited.

5. The Acting President informed the the faculty that, in order to present a
balanced budget to the Board, he changed two items in the Budget Report of the
Administrative Advisory Committee (22 February 1978; approved by the faculty
2 March 1978). The changes:

a) a raise in the estimate of gift and grant revenue by $25,000 in
expectation of an energy conservation grant which will provide
budget relief.

b) a tuition increase of $550 instead of the proposed 3500. The higher
figure is close to the average raise among sister institutions and
below the Ivy League average.

At this point by prearrangement (see Minute # 1, 16 February 1978) Stephen Cary
assumed the chair. Emphatically rejecting the allegation that the consensus of
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last April was "dubious," me. Cary proposed some procedural changes. There are,
he said, doubtless those in the faculty who for reasons of their awn are unwilling
or unable to speak up. These silent ones, if they disapprove, should at least say
"I dissent" when the clerk is in the process of determining the sense of the
meeting. And further s they should subsequently give their reasons in writing to
the clerk. Otherwise silence simply means assent. In this way we may avoid in the
future the intolerable situation of being assaulted after the fact with the judgment
that a particular consensus was "dubious."

A discussion followed but no action was taken.

6. Tamara Brooks of the Committee on Faculty Appointments prefaced the faculty
discussion of the work of the committee by saying (a) that the CFA is trying
to carry out the faculty's mandate of April 26, 1977, and (b) that targeting
is to be regarded as "an extraordinary temporary measure to get a somewhat
different mix in our faculty."

The first two speakers in effect set the tone of the ensuing discussion
of targeting, the first by defining the differences apparent within the
faculty as constituting a conflict of principle (giving weight to minority
membership vs. judging people as individuals), the second by insisting that
the level of targeting is a new issue, not covered by the consensus of last
April,

The main point at issue was whether or not targeting at lower levels—
graduate students were mentioned--might jeopardize our commitment to excellence.
Differences on this point were not resolved, and the faculty agreed to
continue the discussion at a special meeting at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
29 March 1978.

Adjournment at 6:05 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty



Faculty of the College

Special Faculty Meeting 	 29 March 1978
Stephen Cary, Clark 2r...2. tem presiding	 7:37 p.m.

1. The Clerk reminded the faculty of the one item of business on the agenda:
the role of the Committee on Faculty Appointments with special reference
to targeting. He asked for a period of silence, two minutes, in which
"to search our minds and hearts for ways to increase minority representation
on the faculty." "We mast keep the end in view," he continued, "and not let
procedural matters divide us.*

A representative of the Minority Coalition asked the Clerk for permission to
read aloud a letter from the Coalition to the Board of Managers. (No copies
available for circulation.) The request, when referred to the faculty, was
granted.

2. The Letter on "Diversity" from the Minority Coalition to the Board of
Managers, dated 29 March 1978, as read,

gave a brief history of the unsolved problem of diversity;
reminded the Board of our announced aim (eight to ten full-time

minority appointments in five years);
noted our faillire so far to move in the direction of this goal;
offered a critique of our hiring procedures, in particular the

work of the CCFA (College Committee on Faculty Apointments)
and the CAH (Committee on Administrative Hiring);

alleged instances of the overruling or ignoring of minority views
in committee;

announced the Coalition's withdrawal from active participation in
the work of the committees, though continuing to be "a silent
presence" at committee meetings;

expressed the Coalition's disappointment "that a Quaker institution
has fallen into the lowest realms of social injustice present
in schools across the country";

invoked the Board's Quakerism and the Quaker record of "confronting
injustice" in many parts of the world;

asked the Board to appoint "a group of selected individuals that
will be responsible only to the Board for implementing the
institutionalization of diversity";

closed by saying that the Coalition "expected a response from the
Board no later than April 8, 1978."

The faculty decided to schedule a special meeting to consider this letter,
and to present our own views to the Board (after we discover what they are).

3. John Spielman of the Committee on Faculty Appointments introduced an
Addendum (29 March 1978, Annex I), previously circulated, to the CFA's
Report (27 February 1978). The Addendum attempted to clarify the operational
meaning of "targeting" and to establish acceptable levels suitable for
targeting. Mr. Spielman expressed optimism, despite procedural problems,
that "same minority appointments would be made this spring."

At this point the presence of the members of the Minority Coalition was noted
and the Clerk, supported by the faculty, ruled that they be allowed to remain.
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4. Ostensibly focusing on Point IV. C of the Addendum, which proposed an
alternative procedure to targeting "at the junior level," the discussion soon
revealed, to the Secretary at least, that procedural differences were but
surface manifestations of a deeper conflict between competing value systems.
As the Clerk said, "Both sides operate on the level of conscience."

On the one hand there are those who, judging the present composition of
the faculty intolerably exclusivist, advocate adding Afro-Americans to the
faculty on mpral2 social, and educational grounds; on the other hand are those
who findAmsaasis race a factor in hiring morally repugnant. Correspondingly,
and with equal moral fervor, one side advocates closed searches (targeting),
the other open searches. Some define "diversity" solely in relation to
Afro-Americans, on the moral premise that blacks, as victims of social
injustice in the society at large, must be given special attention byway of
atonement; others would universalize "diversity" to transcend race and class
distinctions, expanding the term ultimately to embrace the uniqueness of the
individual. ("In the Catalog we find a statement against making invidious
distinctions of race, creed, or color.")

As the evening wore on, a growing consensus became apparent in favor of

rejecting the Addendum as an unacceptable compromise;
aporapf111 -_	 ;

reaffirming the faculty commitment of 26 April 1977;
relying on the CFA and current procedures, which should be given

fair trial.

At the same time, consensus spokesmen recognized that making race a
criterion in hiring violated the conscience of many and is adopted as a
temporary measure to achieve a limited objective. As the next minute
records, some members of the faculty remained outside the consensus.

The two minutes that follow were prepared by Stephen Cary, Clerkara tem.

5. The faculty reaffirmed its support of the College's Committee on Faculty
Appointments, as an instrument for increasing the representation of minority
groups on the College's faculty, in accordance with its resolution of
April 26, 1977. Included within this reaffirmation was specific approval of
CFI's policy of reaching out to particular individuals at any level and
recommending them to Academic Council for consideration by an ad hoc
committee. The provost was also encouraged to make use of the one and two
year interim appointment option which is already in use to draw faculty to
Haverford who, for one reason or another, cannot be processed through normal
hiring procedures.

In taking this position, the faculty was even more acutely aware than
it was in April 1977 that there are those among us who, on grounds of
conscience, cannot accede to a policy that makes race the decisive criterion
for Haverford employment. The decision to adopt such a policy is made with
reluctance, and as a temporary measure only because of the evident and
persistent failure of affirmative action searches, however well intentioned
over the years, to move the college beyond the minimal level of minority
faculty representation that existed a decade ago. In recognition of the
conscientious scruples of a number of its members, and in reflecting its
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desire to eliminate racial criteria in employment practices, the faculty
undertakes to monitor specific progress in minority employment in order to
return to open affirmative action searches as the earliest possible time in
keeping with our goal of achieving a significant minority presence on the
faculty.

Wishing to be recorded as outside the consensus reached on this minute
were John Chesick, William Davidon, Robert Hartford, Ariel Loewy, Sidney
Perloe, and Sidney Waldman. In addition, Keith Despain is recorded as
abstaining because of a continuing lack of clarity on the issue.

6. The faculty, while noting with gratitude the open and honest and caring
climate that has marked this meeting, asked also for a minute that reflected
its sadness over the deep hart that some in our community have felt as
the discussion of CFA's role has gone forward over the past month.

Adjou&ent at 1C:35 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty



Faculty of the College

Special Faculty Meeting	 6 April 1973
John Spielman, Clerk, presiding	 4:20 p.m.

1. The Clerk
explained that preparations for a telethon had cre@mpted our regular

meeting room in Founders, hence the substitution of Mac:rate;
noted the presence of more students than our regu1itions narnally permit

and reduced the number to nine on the basis c): a list of selected
attenders, including representatives of the :linority Coalition,
prepared on the spot by the president of Student "_overnment;

tried to set the tone for rational discussion by suggesting that faculty
meetings ain to find "whatever measure of unity i3 possible" on a
given issue at a given time, and that this end is best accomplished
not by attaching 'demeaning labels" to opinions one disagrees with,
but by "thoughtful consideration of all the views there are";

presented for discussion the one agenda its o the meeting: the latter
from the Minority Coalition to the Board of Managers, 29 March 1973
(Annex I, summarized in Minute # 2, larch 29, and subsequently
distributed).

2. The general aim of the meeting, as defined by the Clerk, was to orspare our
representatives to the Board of Managers to convey faculty opinicn to the
Board on issues raised by the Minority Coalition statement. The ensuing
discussion dealt mainly with three such issues, as follows:

Should the Board of Managers make themselves directly reso✓nsible for diversifying 
the faculty?

The Minority Coalition had asked the Board to appoint a committee to be
directly responsible to the Board, to be charged with "implementing the
institutionalization of diversity.'

The faculty emphatically rejected this proposal. No one spoke in favor of it;
a number spoke against it. To ask the Board to do the Faculty's business is to
invite chaos. The 3oard is "not competent to hire and fire" directly. At most it
can, if it wishes, monitor our progress.

Are our present procedures adeouate to the task?

The Coalition thinks not. Severely critical of the work of the =FA and the
CAH (Faculty Appointments and Administrative Hiring), the Coalition finds no
evidence of progress, attributing this alleged failure to our acting in bad
faith, as perpetrators of "social injustice.'

From the faculty discussion of this issue these points emerged:
a) The Coalition's sense of urgency and feeling of frustration are

understandable and shared by many on the faculty. But cur slow
progress is attributable not to our faltering commitment, but to
our unwillingness "to compromise principles we deeply believe in."
(Cf. also "c" below.)

b) It is not true that we have accomplished nothing. Searches are still
in progress and the CFA. has been actively involved in all of them—in

. Religion, Fine Arts, English, Mathematics, Themistry, and "public
policy." "ate have not given up by hiring white candidates. We have
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not gone backwards, but of course we would like to move faster."
Despite its limited success so far, the CFA is to be praised for its
work and encouraged to persevere. "The score is not in yet."

One speaker, directly addressing the Coalition members present,
asked them to reconsider their decision to withdraw from the Committee
on Faculty Appointments. "You have a useful function to perform.'

c) Does the difficulty lie in our attitudes and procedures? or in the
scarcity of minority candidates? The latter, Aas the verdict of a
spokesman for the CFA.

What is our Joel? Do we have a consensus?

In their letter the Minority Coalition by implication Tuestioned whether we
truly are for "diversity" in orincinle, since we have failed are allegedly failing)
to achieve it in practice.

The spectrum of faculty opinion on this issue seemed to display its colors
somewhat as follows:

a) Aprilist opinion, which affirms the faculty decision of last spring,
bracing the aim of eight to ten minority appointments in five years,

the present special committee structures and procedures, and targeting
at all levels.

b) Temporalist opinion, which uneasily accepts the April decision as
involving a temporary compromise of principle (making race the decisive
criterion for Haverford employment), and looks forward to an eventual
return to open searches.

c)Reservationist opinion which, while accepting increased minority
representation on the faculty as a goal, rejects targeting "at junior
levels' as paternalistic, exclusionary, and error-prone.

d) Universalist opinion which, rejecting outright the decision of last
April, Would expand the meaning of "diversity" beyond mixes of race
and/or class and would advocate the method of open search combined with
intensified efforts to make sure that applicant pools are as large and
as diversified as possible.

(The next two bands may be off the spectrum entirely, but they are parts of the
picture nonetheless.)

e) Puzzled opinion s which keeps asking, "Where are we? where are we going?
what do we aim to accomplish/ we are divided—why?"

f) Unvoiced opinion, which may speak for itself--if only it would.

Attempts to find oanmon ground in all this (the dominant hues so to speak) took
such forms as the following:

We must diversify the faculty for educational reasons and in order to have
colleagues to talk with.

We are agreed on the desirability of having minorities on our faculty, but
since this aim involves a conflict of values, we must debate openly
"What price we are willing to pay.' "We cannot achieve everything."

The CFA has experienced no opposition on specific proposals. "I have more
faith in what the faculty does than in what it says."

Our commitment, though difficult, is real. We have a consensus, however
uneasy, as regards increasing minority representation on the faculty
by reaching out to specific individuals.

We 'maw through our reaffirmation of the April decision where we stand.
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"Though : don't subscribe to the ^onsensus, : intend to do all 	 can
to find qual 4 f4 -.=d vincr -itv candidates n y field." (This voice was
seconded by another rothers?] later on.)

The fact that there are faculty members who take stands outside the consensus
should not dismay us. We are 7rapP1ing with problems that have plagued
our country, and in fact the world, for a long tire, and we cannot
transcend them. We have made some progress; we do not have to have
unanimity; we mast persevere.

The prime consensus exhibit was one of two minutes prepared by
(4 5, 29 March 1975) to be submitted for faculty-approval at cur n
on 'lay 11. Asked tc read this minute aloud, Zr. Cary did ftso after
two statements: (a) At the last meeting cur difficulties were not
Cas had been agednar3 in order tc gain a "spurious consensus." (b
member is to be praised who, while standing apart from the ccnsensu
intention practically to try to farther its aim. "This is entirel
quaker tradition."

After the reading there was agreerent that !Lr. Cary4 s Y,inate,
formally apprr:ved„ should be among the materials to be conveyed to
representatives.

3. At 5:59 p.m. the Clerk attempted a summation. Our 	 es should
convey to the scard cf Managers

a sense of the strong faculty opposition to the Coalition p cpcsal that
the ?card make itself directly responsible for 'linstitu ionalizing
diversity";

Stephen Cary's Minute # 5 as an interim abstract of faculty opinion;
an updated account of tte work cf the Committee on Faculty Apocintments,

of the various searches now in progress, together with a preview
(by the Provost?) of - appointments that are likely to be made in the
near future.

Adjournment at 6:03 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty

Stephen Cary
ext regular meeting
first raking

"papered over"
) That faculty
's, announced 	his
y in accord -Frith

though not yet
the Ikard by cur
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TO EPC	
FROM	

Dietz Kessler
-

Agreement between Chemistry and Biology Depart-
RE ments about the_new. Chemistry curriculum. 	 DATE	 4/10/79

After a telephone conversation with Colin MacKay today, the follow-
ing understanding has been arranged between the Chemistry and Biology
Departments regarding . the new chemistry curriculum.

1. Students taking Chemistry 206 may take the laboratory
portion of Chemistry 204 concurrently if they wish,
or may take this laboratory later. These students
primarily would be a small number of biology majors who
decided on a course in physical chemistry (Chem 206)
rather than inorganic and analytical (Chem 204), but
need a fourth laboratory in chemistry to fulfill medical
school requirements.

2. It is understood that a student who takes Chemistry 204b
could still major in chemistry, and that this possible
path will be included in the majoring brochure prepared
for students by the Chemistry Department.

These two agreements will help to forestall the need for students to
decide between a chemistry and a biology major before April of their
sophomore year.

DK :mbh



Haverford College

To:  Faculty 	 FROM:  Academic Council

RE:  Procedures and criteria for personnel actionsDATE  5/7/79

PROPOSED, to ADD on p. 18, after "... Appendix III of h 	 hand-
book":

a. Excellent teaching is a sine qua non for tenure. It is not
possible here, though it may be at other institutions, to be
a renowned scholar but a poor teacher and remain on the fac-
ulty. By excellent teaching we mean the ability to meet the
needs of Haverford students, which are not necessarily the
needs of students elsewhere. We have a superior student body
and it is the obligation of the faculty to recommend for ten-
ured positions only those who are able to stimulate all our
students and to challenge them intellectually in a rigorous
manner. Availability to students outside the classroom is an
integral part of good teaching.

b. Scholarly activity is equally important in tenure decisions 
Mb provides good evidence that the teacher will remain active
in his or her field., so that what is passed on to students
will be fresh, and responsive to current developments in the
discipline. Additionally, excellence in one's own field en-
courages intellectual vitality in the whole community, includ-
ing faculty members in other disciplines.

Scholarly publication is important because it means that the
researcher's work is judged not only by colleagues within
Haverford, but members of the academic profession nationally.
These resonances from other leaders in the field provide qual-
ity control on Haverford and its various departments, keep
Haverford faculty involved with national developments, and
bring to public notice Haverford's commitment to intellectual
excellence. For teachers as for students, moreover, the dis-
cipline of preparing one's work in finite form for others to
consider is essential, as is the opportunity to obtain con-
sidered comment.

For these reasons, Council also expects evidence of ongoing
scholarly commitment (and, ideally, published works) beyond
the Ph.D. Where a doctoral degree is not the normal terminal
degree, as in the performing and visual arts, the Council
expects equivalent evidence of commitment and productivity
after the normal terminal degree.

c. Community service includes such activities as committee work,
departmental activities, advising, 4ormal—aad,406esmal coun-
seling, contributions to cultural diversity, and non-scholarly
activities off campus. Because the college relies on faculty
participation in the various phases of governance, departmental

' /I



In assessing teaching ability, Council relies heavily on
letters written by students. The recommender's "representative"

-i,	 sample" is expected to include majors and non-majors, Bryn Mawr
students, and students with high and low grades. All letters,
solicited and unsolicited, whether written to the recommender or

,	 to the Provost, are copied and distributed to Council (Council
does not accept anonymous letters). Council is more interested
in the content of student comment than in a merely positive or
negative vote. They seek to gain sense of what is taught, how
it is taught, what kinds of student respond most favorably, and
why. Their evaluation is often passed as advice to the teacher.
Council also seeks information about teaching from departmental
and other colleagues, including those who may have shared respon-

r=
\

sibility for a course with the teacher being evaluated, and col-
leagues at Bryn Mawr. Department chairmen are expected to visit
junior colleagues' classrooms at least once a year (See Appendix
II).

2 -

administration and counseling, it looks for considerable com-
mitment to these activities. Off-campus service of a profes-
sional or civic nature favorably reflects interest in the uses
of learning. Community service supplements a and b, but is
not regarded as a substitute for either.

klgiNembers of Council read examples of a candidate's pub-
lished or unpublished work themselves. They also seek the opin-
ion of appropriate scholarly authorities, including those sug-
gested by the candidate, and others to whom Council may send
copies of the work.

All communications to Council, and all reports of its dis-
cussions, are confidential. Council's role is to offer advice
to the President in the interests of the Faculty, given the Fac-
ulty's primacy in matters of educational policy and practice.
Council does not vote, nor is it obliged to reach consensus, al-
though it always tries to do so. After sufficient discussion,
usually extending over several weeks, members of Council record
their views in two readings taken at different meetings. Since
the President is present when Council meets, he has the benefit
of listening to all discussion, including opinions which may be
formulated and later abandoned, and the reasoning in support of
any opinion.	 tvitore., 	 ,er4.4-6

4he candidate shall *be told by thetrecommender what prOce-
dures are being followed in composing the recommendation: spe-
cifically, which professional references ' have been contacted for
comment. The candidate shall also be ket informed by the P?o-
vost of the progress of Council's evaluation.

WMacG:sja
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As you know, there has been considerable discussion on campus this past year
concerning possible ways to diversify the composition of the Haverford community
across racial, ethnic and class lines. This past semester a number of faculty
and students have been meeting in an attempt to devise a program whereby our
curriculum might be made accessible to a more diverse student body, including
students of first rate intellectual potential but deficient in their mastery
of "academic skills." (I refer to such students as "working class" throughout
this letter.) A number of weeks ago I circulated to some me%ers of the faculty
an outline of a proposal which integrated these discussions. It was distributed
in hopes of attracting support for the principles it ennunciated, and in hopes
of enlisting help in revising and developing it. The letter you hold contains
a revised version of that proposal.

What follows is schematic, but the principles articulated are clear. I am
submitting it now, over my own name, as the discussion of the past few weeks
has convinced me that the time has come to define procedures which will enable
us to implement these principles and to attain the goals that so many of us
have expressed, goals which seem to be shared by most who support and most who
opposed the faculty's appointment's policy we have just reaffirmed. The proposal
therefore calls for the establishment of a small working committee to develop
and specify these principles and to secure funds to implement them.

1. The goal of this proposal is to bring 200 "working class" students to
Haverford over a period of five years, and thereafter to maintain this number
of students as a constant group within a student body of 1000. These "working
class" students will be selected on the basis of their intellectual potential,
but they will be drawn from social backgrounds where they have not mastered
the "academic skills" currently held by the typical Haverford student.
They will include both freshmen and transfer students (including students from
junior and community colleges). This Group of students will contain a significant
number of Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos and other minorities, but it will
also include whites drawn from the various ethnic groups which make up our
society-.

In order to successfully meet the needs of such students it will be necessary
to restructure onr curriculum so as to make it more accessible to students
deficient in "aca4nic skills." The goal is to utilize this opportunity to enhance
the academic quality of our offerings to all our students. After four (or sometimes
five) years, the "working class" students will be doing work of at least a
comparable quality to our current group of seniors. Success in this endeavor
will entail creating course offerings accessible to both groups. In other words,
alternative tracks through the college will not be created; rather, in modifying
the nature of the college we will provide a better education for all students.

The exact nature of these courses cannot be specified in this proposal, even
if I had the competence to do so across disciplinary lines. One image for such
courses has, however, emerged in the course of discussions with faculty members. ,

It is based upon the recognition that while "working class" students tend io be
deficient in analytical skills, they tend to excel in more concrete skills
associated with labratory and field work experiences. In addition, they tend
to have a clear understanding of their own roots within our society and thus
a Greater accessibility to experiential orientations focusing upon their and

Dear Friends:



other's backgrounds. It will be essential to devise courses which will draw
upon these (and other) strengths and utilize them as an entree into the construction
and enhancement of the more conventionally"academic," analytical, abilities.

These courses must be integrated across ethnic, racial and class lines. One
possibility of doing this will be to follow a "general programs model," drawing
upon the format ennunciated is the original Harvard natural sciences program
(as Conant understood it). These courses would focus upon gaining a grasp of
what it means to do "physics," or "sociology," and will emphasize the actual
doing within a context which will provide a grasp of the nature (and perhaps the
history and philosophy) of the discipline. Such courses are devisable in ways
which.would be accessible to all students (I took one in physics as an under-
graduate) and they clearly would have benefit for beginning as well as advanced
students outside of the relevant discipline.

SUch courses would assume different places within different departments. In
sociology anthropology a course based upon field work experience and generating
access to theoretical texts via this experience might substitute for, or serve
as am alternativeto„ our current introductory seauence. In contrast, one might
imaginea,one unit natural science course (over two semesters) which would
be equivalent in substance to good high school courses, and this might be supple-
mented with a.parallel halfumit course providing the necessary mathematical
skills. Such a course would be preliminary to (the perhaps themselves modified)
introductory courses now taught within these disciplines, but it would be
geared to providing the prerequisites for success in such courses. Thus such
"general program" courses would not be watered down courses leading nowhere,
but rather entrees into disciplines. They would be accessible to "nonmajors r"
"working class" students r and if Conant's image were successfully implemented,
of interest to majors within the relevant discipline.

2. To create course offerings accessible to both "working class" students and
to the students now on campus, we must institute a significant set of changes,
"all at one time r" for these changes will be mutually supporting, and will,
when taken together? provide the necessary conditions enabling all to succeed.
This transformation must be coordinated for the community as a whole and must
yield a. coherent program awaiting the first group of "working class" students.
Thus while we cannot pretend to have all, or even most of the answers about the
nature of this restructuring, it is necessary to devise a. program within which
we might learn to formulate thes answers with the help of our students.'

The following are the mechanisms of a grant proposal which, if funded, will
provide the opportunity to construct this structure, and which will enable us
to brings significant number of "working class" students to campus within the
context of our commitment to service their needs. This program is necessary
if we are to redeem the promise we would be making to such students in recruiting
them to come to Haverford.

. 3. The core of the proposal includes an application for money for a period
- of five years. In the first year, ten Haverford faculty members will be freed
from one of their three courses each semester, with the understanding that each
will revise one of his remaining two courses so as to make it accesSible'to
"working-class" students. The grant will provide funds to hire persons to teach
the twenty courses missing from the curriculum (over two semesters). The
second year twenty Haverford faculty will be able to participate Jn ':he prograinr



including the original ten. The grant will provide funds to replace the forty
missing courses.- The third. year thirty Haverford faculty will participate,
including the first twenty, and the grant will provide funds to replace sixty
courses.. The forth year, thirty Haverford faculty will once again participate,
now dropping the original ten; the fifth year thirty will again participate,
dropping the second. ten, while in each of these years the missing courses will
be ninded by the grant.

At the end.. of five years fifty Haverford faculty members will have had the oppor-
tunity to redefine the nature of at least some of the courses they teach, while
being freed from part of their normal teaching obligations. The grant will
provide the funds to support the normal curriculdm while this retooling proceeds,
and in providing released time will allow faculty members to devote more of their
time to these new courses, and to students who may be encountering special
difficulties in their courses.. After five years the core faculty of the college
will be prepared to carry on the program.. The grant will disappear, but
the Drograzt will remain..

4.. Funds will be obtained to hire a. director of the program. This will be a.
person, with extensive experience in meeting- the educational needs of students
like those we will be seeking to attract. He or she will be appointed as a
full member of the faculty and the college will assume the financial burden
of this position when the grant runs out She will provide us with assistance
in restructuring our own courses, by teaching workshops which interested.
faculty might attend„ and by being - available to answer ouestions a.nd to provide
advice.. The director- will also teach courses the the area of her disciplinary
competence.

In addition, it might be desirable to obtain funds to hire two additional
resource persons (part time [7] over the five year period.) representing the two
divisions which fall outside of the director's immediate competence. These
persona would assume similar responsibilities as the director, but within narrower
spheres of activity..

As an additional benefit of this proposal, but outside of its narrow structure,
the capacity to fit within this program and to contribute to it might well
provide one context within which the CCFA will want to evaluate future proposals
for faculty slots.. It is my hope that this proposal will give greater meaning
to the actions of last spring-I and will mitigate at least some of the hesitations-
raised by those unwilling to reaffirm- those actions this spring. Clearly a
significant body. of "minority" faculty will be necessary to successnilly implement
the current proposal,. and just as clearly this proposal will enable us to aid.
is educating "woridng class" students, of all races, some of whom will become
our own successors..

5.. Other aspects of the grant proposal might include the following: funds to
temporarily expand the admissions office and in order to enable this office
to establish ties with schools likely to furnish "working class" students
suitable for inclusion within the program.. These funds might be supplemented
with money to free one faculty member from each division to work in conjunction

•with the admissions office in devising a method for selecting those students
brought to the college within the program and in actually helping in making
this selection. [An aside: if intelligence is randomly distributed in the
population by class and race, the most obvious beginning point for evaluating
students will be rank within their high school class, i.e., one might assume



that the number-one student in a. class of 600 in an inner city school would be
of the same intellectual potential as his counterpart in a suburban high school.
This. is surely (on average) the case, but clearly we will want to meet with
potential candidates and exercise considerable discretion in evaluating their
intellectual potential and motivation. A student who is in the bottom half
of his class in an inner city school may be adapting to that environment more
intelligently than the persons who "succeed" by conforming to "insane" expectations.
Thus the necessity of developing ties within the relevant schools and the possible
desirability of including faculty members on the recruitment and selection.
committees.]

6. It will be necessary to explore sources of financial aid for these students.
This is the one possible source of financial difficulty for the college. If such
aid. can be found—and securing considerable aid is a prerecuisite for the imple-
mentation of the proposa1=—this programuill be a positive financial benefit to
the college, enabling us to expand our student body to the 1000 level, and thus
making possible an increase in college revenue.

The above proposal is an outline. ,It ignores many areas of concern (e.g. t advising,
counsellingl career planning and social affairs) and it does not adequately
articulate the concerns it discusses. It does * however, ennunciate the foundations
of a commitment which will enable the college to move forward in important areas
of concern.. In other words, in commiting ourselves to the goals ennunciated.

his proposal we will be demonstrating our recognition of the urgent nature
of implementing-these goals,. an urgency which has become apparent during the
last weeks in the communications of Vern Dixon,. Al Williams and the Minority
Student Coalition.

propose that the faculty. commit itself to this proposal and request that
the President appoint a three person committee (two faculty and one student)
to rewrite it in a form suitable for submission to foundations. These three
ought to be subject to the approval of both the faculty and, the Minority Student
Coalition. They will be responsible for doing/or coordinating the research
necessary to ground. the proposal within the reality of the college's past
erperience (see Roger Lane's letter of 17 March 78, p. 2) and will work closely
with relevant persons Lathe faculty,. student body and administration to implement
it..

This proposal is an opportunity to improve the quality of education provided by
the college to all of our students t while at the same time improving the quality
of life within the bi—college community. While none of us will know exactly
how to meet the challenges such a program will entail, we ought to feel confidence
in the capacity of the college to succeed in educating students from a. wide
variety of backgrounds. This proposal, as modified and specified by the committee
is consultation with the community, will provide us with the institutional context
in which to learn from our experience; the changes brought about by having a
significant number of "working class" students on campus will necessitate that
we succeed in learning in order to adequately educate them. I hope that you
agree.

Fraternally

A4ar-t-
Mark Gould
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Dear Friends:

As you know, there has been considerable discussion on campus this past year
concerning possible ways to diversify the composition of the Haverford community
across racial, ethnic and class lines. This past semester a number of faculty
and students have been meeting in an attempt to devise a program whereby our
curriculum might be made accessible to a more diverse student body, including
students of first rate intellectual potential but deficient in their mastery
of "academic skills." (I refer to such students as "working class" throughout
this letter.) A number of weeks ago I circulated to some me!bers of the faculty
an outline of a proposal which integrated these discussions. It was distributed

in hopes of attracting support for the principles it annunciated, and in hopes
of enlisting help in revising and developing it. The letter you hold contains
a revised version of that proposal.

What follows is schematic, but the principles articulated are clear. I am

submitting it now, over my own name, as the discussion of the past few weeks
has convinced me that the time has come to define procedures which will enable
us to implement these principles and to attain the goals that so many of us
have expressed, goals which seem to be shared by most who support and most who
opposed the faculty's appointment's policy we have just reaffirmed. The proposal
therefore calls for the_establishment of a small working committee_ to develop

and specify these principles and to secure funds to implement them.

1. The goal of this proposal is to bring 200 "working class" students to
Haverford over a period of five years, and thereafter to maintain this number
of students as a constant group within a student body of 1000. These "working
class" students will be selected on the basis of their intellectual potential,
but they will be drawn from social backgrounds where they have not mastered
the "academic skills" currently held by the typical Haverford student.
They will include both freshmen and transfer students (including students from
junior and community colleges). This group of students will contain a significant
number of Blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos and other minorities, but it will
also include whites drawn from the various ethnic groups which make up our
society.

In order to successfully meet the needs of such students it will be necessary
to restructure our curriculumso as to make it more accessible to students
deficient in "acaimic skills." The goal is to utilize this opportunity to enhance
the academic quality of our offerings to all our students. After four (or sometimes
five) years, the "working class" students will be doing work of at least a
comparable quality to our current group of seniors. Success in this endeavor
will entail creating course offerings accessible to both groups. In other words,
alternative tracks through the college will not be created; rather, in modifying
the nature of the college we will provide a better education for all students.

The exact nature of these courses cannot be specified in this proposal, even
if I had the competence to do so across disciplinary lines. One image for such
courses has, however, emerged in the course of discussions with faculty members.
It is based upon the recognition that while "working class" students tend to be
deficient in analytical skills, they tend to excel in more concrete skills
associated with labratory and field work experiences. In addition, they tend
to have a clear understanding of their own roots within our society and thus
a Greater accessibility to experiential orientations focusing upon their and



other's backgrounds. It will be essential to devise courses which will draw
upon these (and other) strengths and utilize them as an entree into the construction
and enhancement of the more conventionally'Lcademic," analytical, abilities.

These courses must be integrated across ethnic, racial and class lines. One
possibility of doing this will be to follow a "general programs model," drawing
upon the format enunciated in the original Earvard natural sciences program
(as Conant understood it). These courses would focus upon gaining a grasp of
what it means to do "physics," or "sociology," and will emphasize the actual
doing within a context which will provide a grasp of the nature (and perhaps the
history and philosophy) of the discipline. Such courses are devisable in ways
which would be accessible to all students (I took one in physics as an under-
graduate) and they clearly would have benefit for beginning as well as advanced
students outside of the relevant discipline.

Sch courses would assume different places within different departments. In
sociology—anthropology a course based upon field work experience and generating
access to theoretical texts via this experience might substitute for, or serve
as an alternative to, our current introductory sequence. In contrast, one might
imagine a one unit natural science course (over two semesters) which would
be equivalent in substance to good high school courses, and this might be supple-
mented with a parallel half unit course providing the necessary mathematical
skills. Such a course would be preliminary to (the perhaps themselves modified)
introductory courses now taught within these disciplines, but it would be
geared to providing the prerequisites for success in such courses. Thus such
"general program" courses would not be watered down courses leading nowhere,
but rather entrees into disciplines. They would be accessible to "nonmajors,"
"working class" students, and if Conant's ima;se were successfully implemented,-
of interest to major-s—within the relevant discipline.

2. To create course offerings accessible to both "working class" students and
to the students now on campus, we must institute a significant set of changes,
"all at one time," for these changes will be mutually supporting, and will,
when taken together, provide the necessary conditions enabling all to succeed.
This transformation must be coordinated for the community as a whole and must
yield a coherant program awaiting the first group of "working class" students.
Thus while we cannot pretend to have all, or even most of the answers about the
nature of this restructuring, it is necessary to devise a program within which
we might learn to formulate thes answers with the help of our students.

The following are the mechanisms of a grant proposal which, if funded, will
provide the opportunity to construct this structure, and which will enable us
to bring a significant number of "working class" students to campus within the
context of our commitment to service their needs. This program is necessary
if we are to redeem the promise we would be making to such students in recruiting
them to come to Haverford.

3. The core of the proposal includes an application for money for a period
of five years. In the first year, ten Haverford faculty members will be freed
from one of their three courses each semester, with the understanding that each
will revise one of his remaining two courses so as to make it accesSible'to
"working class" students. The giant will provide funds to hire persons to teach
the twenty courses missing from the curriculum (over two semesters). The
second year twenty Eaverford faculty will be able to participate :n 	 pro,17ra,n,



including the original ten. The grant will provide funds to replace the forty
missing courses. The third year thirty Haverford faculty will participate,
including the first twenty, and the grant will provide funds to replace sixty
courses. The forth year, thirty Haverford faculty will once main participate,
now dropping the original ten; the fifth year thirty will a --Gin participate,
dropping the second ten, while in each of these years the missing courses will
be funded by the grant.

At the end of five years fifty Haverford faculty members will have had the eppor-
tunity to redefine the nature of at least some of the courses they teach, while
being freed from part of their normal teaching obligations. The grant will
provide the funds to support the normal curriculum while this retooling proceeds,
and in providing released time will allow faculty members to devote more of their
time to these new courses, and to students who may be encountering special
difficulties in their courses. After five years the core faculty of the college
will be prepared to carry on the program. The grant will disappear, but
the program will remain.

4. Funds will be obtained to hire a director of the program. This will be a
person with extensive experience in meeting the educational needs of students
like those we will be seeking to attract. He or she will be appointed as a
full member of the faculty and the college will assume the financial burden
of this position when the grant runs out. She will provide us with assistance
in restructuring our own courses, by teaching workshops which interested
faculty might attend, and by being available to answer cuestions and to provide
advice. The director will also teach courses the the area of her disciplinary
competence.

In addition, it might be desirable to obtain funds to hire two additional
resource persons (part time Pi over the five year period) representing the two
divisions which fall outside of the director's immediate competence. These
persons would assume similar responsibilities as the director, but within narrower
spheres of activity.

As an additional benefit of this proposal, but outside of its narrow structure,
the capacity to fit within this program and to contribute to it might well
provide one context within which the CCFA will want to evaluate future proposals
for faculty slots. It is my hope that this proposal will give greater meaning
to the actions of last spring, and will mitigate at least some of the hesitations
raised by those unwilling to reaffirm those actions this spring. Clearly a
significant body of "minority" faculty will be necessary to successfully implement
the current proposal, and just as clearly this proposal will enable us to aid
in educating "working class" students, of all races, some of whom will become
our own successors.

5. Other aspects of the grant proposal might include the following: funds to
temporarily expand the admissions office and in order to enable this office
to establish ties with schools likely to furnish "working class" students
suitable for inclusion within the program. These funds might be supplemented
with money to free one faculty member from each division to work in conjunction
with the admissions office in devising a method for selecting those students
brought to the college within the program and in actually helping in making
this selection. [An aside: if intelligence is randomly distributed in the
population by class and race, the most obvious beginning point for evaluating
students will be rank within their high school class, i.e., one might assume



that the number one student in a class of 600 in an inner city school would be
of the sane intellectual potential as his counterpart in a s:Ourban high school.
This is surely (on average) the case, but clearly we will want to meet with
potential candidates and exercise considerable discretion in evaluating their
intellectual potential and motivation. it student who is in the bottom half
of his class in an inner city school may be adapting to that environment more
intelligently than the persons who "succeed" by conforming to "insane" expectations.
Thus the necessity of developing ties within the relevant schools and the possible
desirability of including faculty members on the recruitment and selection.
committees.]

6. It will be necessary to explore sources of financial aid for these students.
This is the one possible source of financial difficulty for the college. If such
aid can be found--and securing considerable aid is a prerequisite for the imple-
mentation of the proposal--this program all be a positive financial benefit to
the college, enabling us to expand our student body to the 1000 level, and thus
making possible an increase in college revenue.

The above proposal is an outline. It ignores many areas of concern (e.g., advising,
counsellingi career planning and social affairs) and it does not adequately
articulate the concerns it discusses. It does, however, enunciate the foundations
of a commitment which will enable the college to move forward in important areas
of concern. In other words, in commiting ourselves to the goals ennunciated

Oils proposal we will be demonstrating our recognition of the urgent nature
of implementing these goals, an urgency which has become apparant during the
last weeks in the communications of Vern Dixon, Al Williams and the Minority
Student Coalition.

I propose that the faculty commit itself to this proposal and request that
the President appoint a three person committee (two faculty and one student)
to rewrite it in a form suitable for submission to foundations. These three
ought to be subject to the approval of both the faculty and the Minority Student
Coalition. They will be responsible for doing/or coordinating the research
necessary to ground the proposal within the reality of the college's past
experience (see Roger Lane's letter of 17 March 78, p. 2) and will work closely
with relevant persons in the faculty, student body and administration to implement
it.

This proposal is an opportunity to improve the quality of education provided by
the college to all of our students, while at the same time improving the quality
of life within the bi—college community. While none of us will know exactly
how to meet the challenges such a program will entail, we ought to feel confidence
in the capacity of the college to succeed in educating students from a wide
variety of backgrounds. This proposal, as modified and specified by the committee
in consultation with the community, will provide us with the institutional context
in which to learn from our experience; the changes brought about by having a
significant number of "working class" students on campus will necessitate that
we succeed in learning in order to adequately educate them. I hope that you
agree.

Fraternally

A40(‘-t_—

Yark Gould
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PROPOSED MINUTES OF THE FACULTY'S ACTIONS AT ITS 3/29/78 MEETING
ON THE C.C.F.A.

Minute I.	 The faculty reaffirmed its support of the College's Committee

on Faculty Appointments, as an instrument for increasing the representation of

minority groups on the College's faculty, in accordance with its resolution of

April 26, 1977. Included within this reaffirmation, was specific approval of

CFA's policy of reaching out to particular individuals at any level and re-

commending them to Academic Council for consideration by an ad hoc committee.

The provost was also encouraged to make use of the one and two year interim

appointment option which is already in use to draw faculty to Haverford who, for

one reason or another, cannot be processed through normal hiring procedures.

In taking this position, the faculty was even more acutely aware than it was

in April 1977 that there are those among us who, on grounds of conscience, cannot

accede to a policy that takes race into account as a criterion for Haverford

employment. The decision to adopt such a policy is made with reluctance, and as

a temporary measure only because of the evident and persistent failure of

affirmative action searches, however well intentioned over the years, to move

the college beyond the minimal level of minority faculty representation that

existed a decade ago. In recognition of the conscientious scruples of a number

of its members, and in reflecting its desire to eliminate racial criteria in

employment practices, the faculty undertakes to monitor specific progress in

minority employment in order to return to open affirmative action searches at the

earliest possible time in keeping with our goal of achieving a significant minority

presence on the faculty.

Wishing to be recorded as outside the consensus reached on this Ainute were John Chesick,

Bill Davidon, Robert Hartford, Ariel Loewy, Sid Perloe, and Sid Waldman. In addition,

Keith Despain is recorded as abstaining because of a continuing lack of clarity on the

issue.
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Minute II. The faculty, while noting with gratitude the open and honest

and caring climate that has marked this meeting, asked also for a minute

that reflected its sadness over the deep hurt that some in our community

have felt as the discussion of CFA's role has gone forward over the past

month.



Faculty of the College

00n1
Regular Faculty Meeting 	 20 April 1978
John Spielman, Clerk, presiding 	 4:18 p.m.

1. Minutes of the meetings of March 9 and 23 were approved. Minutes of the
special meeting of March 29 were approved with the following changes. On
midpage 2 delete the phrase: *reverting to the old formula--.'targeting at
the appropriate level's* Substitute for the original paragraph 2, Minute # 4,
the following revision:

On the one hand there are those who, finding the present composition
of the faculty uncomfortably homogeneous, advocate minority recruitment
on moral, social, and educational grounds; on the other hand there are
those who find the racial criterion for selection morally repugnant,
both in itself and because it necessarily operates to exclude potential
candidates from consideration on the basis of race. Correspondingly,
and with equal moral fervor, one side advocates closed searches
(targeting), the other open searches. Some define "diversity" solely
in relation to Afro-Americans, on the moral premise that, as victims
of social injustice in the society at large, they must be given special
attention; others would universalize "diversity" to transcend race and
class distinctions expanding the term ultimately to embrace all
individuals in their uniqueness. ("In the Catalog we find a statement
against making invidious distinctions of race, creed, or color.")

2. The impending election of a Clerk for next year prompted a debate over whether
the president elect, Robert Stevens, should chair faculty meetings. Would he
want the job? Should we wait to find out? But several voices argued the
unwisdom of having the highest administrative officer serve as clerk of
faculty, meetings. Mr. Spielman cut short the debate by ruling that the election
must be held: the Faculty Handbook gives us no choice. (The clerk is "elected
by eligible members of the faculty. . . at the regular April or May
meeting. • • ." p. 1)

The election thereupon produced a winner--Stephen Cary.

3. The Report of the Acting President. Mr. Cary (in post-election shock?)
announced that he had no announcement to make.

4. The Report of the Provost. Mr. D'Andrea almost upstaged Mr. Cary by saying
nothing at all, but managed on second thought to remind departments that
proposals to the CFA and the EPC for positions new or continuing were due
Monday, April 24.

5. Marcel Gutwirth, speaking for the Presidential Search Committee, officially
broke the news that, on the unanimous recommendation of the committee and the
prompt and happy acceptance by the Board, Robert Bocking Stevens will be the
tenth president of Haverford College. Ascetically denying himself *flourishes"
("We all know Mr. Stevens"), Mr. Gutwirth spoke of the fourteen-month search
as a "long and arduous task, but not without its rewards."

The secretary was asked to minute the grateful thanks of the faculty to
the Search Committee for their "hard work and dedication," and in particular
to John Gould and Mary King, who bore the burden of paperwork so selflessly.
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6. Richard Bernstein, faculty representative to the Board of Managers, reported
on three topics discussed at the recent Retreat.

Tenure. The report on tenure by Herman Somers left Mr. Bernstein with
two questions which the faculty, and especially the Academic Council, should
be thinking about:

a) Are we making tenure decisions too early? (Princeton, for example,
has lengthened the trial period by two or three years.)

b) What are the pros and cons of early retirement?
In Mr. Bernstein's judgment the Board is reluctant to raise these questions
itself, but would welcome an initiative from the Academic Council.

The Minority Coalition Letter. The Board rejected the Coalition proposal,
refusing to interfere in any way with faculty hiring procedures, but appointed
a monitoring committee that will report on progress in minority recruitment
at every meeting of the Board.

Coeducation. Though the Board recently reaffirmed the current policy of
admitting only transfer women to Haverford, Mr. Bernstein conjectured that
the Board all along has had an evolutionary sense of the inevitability of fall
coeducation, "The problem is how and when." (This conjecture was disputed
from the floor.) Now, before the new president takes office, is not in the
thinking of the Board the time for proposing a change of policy.

Faculty discussion at first took a decided turn toward preparing for
coeducation, if it is indeed "inevitable," by suggesting the immediate
appointment of a committee to draw up a proposal for submission to the new
president. But a consideration that always haunts this issue—cur allegedly
threatened bond with Bryn Mawr—began to polarize opinion. And this,
combined with developing opposition to devoting the summer months to
committee work, effectively stifled action. In short, nothing was decided,
though feeling in favor of coeducation appeared to be running high.

At this point elections were held to pick one faculty representative to the
Board of Managers and two alternates. The following announcement was made while
these elections were in progress.

7. John Cary of the College Honors and Fellowships Committee announced that the
committee this year followed the same procedures as last year, save for the
written examination, which was not required of candidates. Departmental honors
were again taken as a precondition of college honors. But, as Mr. Cary pointed
out, this precondition was queried last year (Minute # 10, 12 May 1977), and
this year's committee was asked to clarify the issue. Not having done so, it
entrusts the task to next year's committee.

8. Election results:
Roger Lane, representative to the Board of Managers
Aryeh Korman, first alternate
Colin MacKay, second alternate

9. Referring to a memorandum previously distributed from the Academic Council
to the faculty entitled "Appointments," dated 19 April 1978 (Annex I), Wyatt
MacGaffey reported on progress made in appointments and submitted certain
requests fcr faculty approval.
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9. (continued)
After discussion the faculty approved the following requests, as numbered in
"Appointments":

1) In English, authority to appoint an ad hoc committee.
2) In Economics, the same.
4) The allocation of a "sixth* position to Chemistry. (Delete last line:

"Council to appoint an ad hoc committee at the appropriate time.")
6) Part-time persons in continuous appointment from 1975 onwards to be

considered and judged first, without comparison with a field of
candidates, should a regular part-time position be declared. For
persons hired since the Fall, of 1975, the policy set down in the
Faculty Handbook to prevail.

7)Part-time positions to be declared in Spanish (1), English (3), and
Biology (1). Authority to appoint ad hoc committees for these positions.

It # 3 of *Appointments* provoked much discussion. It calls for a procedural
change in the search and appointment process. As explained by Mr. Macaffey .,
current operating rules require separate acts of faculty authorization, one for
a search, and another (at some later time) for the appointment of an ad hoc
committee. Having found this procedure practically ineffective the Council
recommends that both the search and the ad hoc committee appointment be jointly
authorized at one and the same time. By this means the actual appointment of
the ad hoc committee (as distinct from its authorization) can be made by the
Council at the most opportune moment in the search process.

A critic of the proposed change argued that its passage would entail a
weakening of faculty control over appointments, especially if targeting
"at junior levels" is involved. And since it would affect search procedures
immediately in certain departments. the same critic wanted to know "how far
targeting had already gone*? "on what levels)?" and directed toward
candidates with what qualifications?

These questions provoked debate over the appropriateness of discussing
the qualifications of particular candidates on the floor of the faculty.
Several voices were raised against such discussion as ill-advised and
"unworkable." The faculty as a whole cannot constitute itself an ad hoc
committee.

Action on item 3 of the "Appointments" memorandum was deferred till the
next meeting.

Mr. MaoGaffey extended to all an invitation from the Academic Council to meet
with them for a general airing of concerns at 10 a.m. Tuesday April 25 and
at lunch in the Swarthmore Room on that smme day.

At 5:53 p.m. the Clerk proposed adjournment of this Regular Meeting and, because
of unfinished business, its continuation on Tuesday, April 27, at 4:15 p.m.

Adjournment at 5:55 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of the Faculty



Hazlet -ford College

TO: All Members of the Faculty FROM	 Academic Council

RE Appointments	 DATE April 14_, 1978

This is to tell you what progress has been made in appointments,
and to request certain actions on the part of the Faculty at its
next meeting, Thursday, April 20.

1. English 

The Department, in association with CFA, has identified
three people they feel are highly qualified for the
position, and recommends that an offer he made. 	 Council
requests authority to appoint an ad hoc committee.

2. Economics

You were informed that CFA and EPC were considering the
creation of a position in public policy. In the course
of this work, a scholar was identified who is considered
to be highly qualified to teach at Haverford, though his
field is more economics than public policy. The enroll-
ments and staffing structure of the Economics Department
justify a new position here (which in the terms used at
the beginning of this year, would be the "fifth" position
to be filled). Council requests authority to appoint an
ad hoc committee.

3. Ad Hoc Committees 

In the situationsmentioned above, Council and CFA, proceed-
ing with caution, have asked the Faculty for its approval,
first, of a restricted search and, later the appointment of
an ad hoc committee. As a result of our experience this
year we believe that it would be desirable to give responsi-
bility to the ad hoc committee at an earlier point in the
search, and ask that authorisation for a search include
authority to appoint an ad hoc committee as soon as may be
practical, on the condition that, as the search proceeds
and candidates are identified, no change is made in the job
description. Should such a change be envisioned, in ac-
cordance with our policy of tailoring the job to the person
when it seems advantageous to do so, the Faculty will be
consulted and its approval sought.

4. Chemistry 

Council endorses CFA's request that a "sixth" position be
created and allocated to Chemistry. 	 It is intended that this
new position, while strengthening offerings in organic chem-
istry and lightening the teaching overload, would allow the
restructuring of Chem. 101-102 so that students whose science
background does not admit them to Chem. 107 will have better
opportunities in the Chemistry and Biology departments.
Council recommends that a temporary appointment be made for
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To All Members of the Faculty 	 From Academic
	 ncil

1978-79, and that CFA be authorised to work with :11..1

Department to develop a list of minority candidates.
Council to appoint an ad hoc committee the appro
priate time.

5. An appointment has been made in Mathematics. 	 No restilar
appointment has been made in Religion or Fine Arts.

6. Part-time positions

Council recommends that people on continuous appoint
ment from 1975 onwards be considered and judged flip'.
without comparison with a field of candidates, shol.i
a regular part-time position be declared. 	 The ad ho , '

committee appointed to consider the candidate will
empowered to make one of three decisions: 	 1)	 to
recommend the appointment of the candidate to the
faculty,	 2)	 to inform the candidate that they w itt

not recommend appointment, or 3) to inform the
candidate that they wish simultaneously to look at
other potential applicants for the post ("yes," "no,'
"maybe"). For people hired since Fall 1975, the polleY
set down in the Faculty Handbook will prevail.

7.	 Council endorses EPC's recommendations that regular
part-time positions be declared in Spanish (1), English
(3), and Biology (1), and requests authority to app oint

ad hoc committees for these positions.
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Adjourned Regular Meeting, continued from April 20 	 27 April 1978
John Spielman, Clerk, presiding 	 4:17 p.m.

The Clerk thanked the Music Department for the use of MacCrate Hall, which
normally at this time would have served as a rehearsal room.

10. Elections conducted after the meetings of April 20th and 27th produced these
results:

Natural Science Representative to the Academic Council
Colin MacKay

Alternates to the Council
James Ransom (Humanities)
William Davidon (Natural Sciences)
Sidney Waldman (Social Sciences)

Humanities Representative to the Committee on Faculty Appointments
Asoka Gangadeen

11. Claude Wintner of the Educational Policy Canmittee

a) requested and received faculty approval of the following courses
and course changes:

Political Science 321a: Problems in Public Management
General Programs 275b: Ethics and the Professions

These courses, offered by Professor Francis D. Fisher
this year on a temporary basis, have now been accorded
permanent approval.

A Laboratory to accompany Chemistry 101a.
Discussion of the nature and purpose of Chemistry 101
revealed that the addition of a lab will make the course
a more viable alternative to Chemistry 107a for less
qualified students. In its new form it will satisfy a
semester of the premedical chemistry requirement.

Chemistry 102h, a new course to follow Chemistry 101a.
The course will deal with organic structure and the
basic chemistry of biologically active molecules, as
preparation for the study of cell biology. Together
with Chemistry 101a (a prerequisite), it aims to make
the chemistry and biology programs accessible to the
growing number of students entering college without
strong backgrounds in science.

b) recommended the immediate adoption by the faculty of the 4.0 grading
system. Currently we submit grades on a scale running from 45 to 100,
which the Recorder then converts to rough equivalents on a four-point
scale. The conversion scheme in current use is as follows:

90-100: 4.0; 86-89: 3.7; 82-85: 3.3; 78-81: 3.0;
74-77: 2.7; 71-73: 2.3; 68-70: 2.C; 65-67: 1.7;
62-64: 1.3; 60-61: 1.0; 45-59: 0.7

The proposal calls for the submission of grades directly in the
4.0 system, to be recorded in that system with no conversion.
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11 b. (continued)
Discussion of the proposed change to the 4.0 grading system raised and
answered the following questions:

1.11N1 the proposed change? The current system is anachronistic and
chaotic. Though grade inflation is widespread, our grades are inflated
above those of comparable colleges. The presumption is that Haverford
faculty members will be less prone to award higher grades to borderline
cases on the four-point scale. Besides, "the new system is the one used
by the rest of the academic world; we should learn to use it too."

What are the disadvantages, if ani? We will no longer be able to
distinguish excellence properly, it was said. The new system will be
less discriminating, permitting fewer distinctions and resulting in a
"flattening out." Intending to deflate, we "resort to a mechanical
device to do the job for us."

In reply it was said that our current discriminating number system
(45-100) is "swallowed" by the computer anyhow, never reaching the outside
worlds never in fact even getting onto our awn transcripts; that "we amn
still make finer distinctions on our own with our students"; that letters
of recommendation can take care of truly exceptional talents. "We are
trying to accomplish too much with our grades. There are other ways to
inform students of their level of performance. Grades can't do it all."

What grade conversion , scale should be used? In the face of repeated
demands that some such scale be "spelled out,' Mr. Wintner adamantly
refused to consider any. The Educational Policy Committee does not
envisage a sudden drastic reduction in grade level, as the result of
numerical manipulation. The official adoption of a particular conversion
scale now would be premature: "we need to find out this semester what we
are doing first." Individual faculty•ammbers are this to be on their awn,
free to employ the scale in current use, or some other.

The "other" conversion scale most discussed though not fully "spelled
out" involves a two-step =version--

78 =	 = 2.3
75 = C = 2.0
72 = C-	 1.7

--to give here only a segment of the scale, to be completed by extrapolation
up and down. This conversion scale is clearly deflationary, and it had its
proponents at the meeting. But, as the head of Student Government said,
mWe should move with caution on this matter of inflation, which is a national
phenomenon."

And so the question above—what conversion scale should be used?—bas no
one single answer. "'Tis with our Judgments as our Watches, none / Go just
alike, yet each believes his own." Most unfortunate, if Pope is right.
To deflate, or not to deflate, inflation--that is the question. Let our
judgments be our guides.

What um; if gm should be made of grade distributions? It was suggested
that transcripts could be made more reliable and informative with the
inclusion of course-wade distributions. Opposition was quick to assert that
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11 b. (continued)
rank ordering of any kind is unacceptable and that statistical analysis, when
applied to small classes, cannot yield significant results. "A distribution
doesn't tell us whether a given class with no 4.0s in it means a tough
course or a class of dummies."

Mr. Wintner said that, as a monitoring device, a simple report on our
grading practices will be sent out by the Recorder each semester along with
the grade sheets, giving distributions of all grades submitted the previous
semester for Haverford and Bryn Mawr students, including a breakdown by
division. The report will go to each student as well.

At 5:20 p.m. the faculty approved the recommendation of the 3ducational
Policy Committee that we shift to the 4.0 grading system.

12. The Clerk now drew the attention of the faculty to the unfiriAhed business
of the "Appointments" memorandum (Minute # 9, 20 April 1978). With item # 3
in mind, which proposed that the Council be empowered to authorize searches
and ad hoc committees together, at one and the same time, Wyatt MacGaffey
prefaced the renewed discussion with a statement on the Council's concern for
excellence, and on how that concern is being translated into action. After
pointing out that the criterion of "diversity" is only one among several,
Mr. MacC-affey emphasized that there are new no fewer than four committees
that must pass on minority candidates. Is this a test that mediocrity can
survive? Moreover, the principle of the ad hoc committee is still in force,
though there is no way, apparently, to ensure by extraordinary restrictions
that such a committee will not make a mistake. (Scattered applause)

From the floor came a reply that excellence was not the issue. "My
concern is not that we are lowering our standards, but that we are adopting
the wrong standards."

Sidney Perloe proceeded to explain why he held up consensus on item # 3
at the last faculty meeting. His concern was not "over quality, but over
denying candidates a hearing because of race." Targeting, the closed
search, selectivity on the basis of race—this he finds; repugnant, but he
has come to see that a moral distinction can be drawn between targeting at
senior and targeting at junior levels. He can with difficulty tolerate the
former, he cannot tolerate the latter at all. The point essentially is that
a closed search directed toward older persons who are in midcareer hurts
no one. On this level potential candidates are already established, no one
is looking for a job, no one is denied a job. The racial discrimination
inherent in targeting has no deleterious practical consequences.

But the situation is far otherwise with those who are just beginning
their careers. On this level people of the wrong race may be hurt. It is
not right for us to put ourselves in the position of saying to a young
candidate looking for a job: "No, we cannot consider you, your skin is the
wrong color, your ethnic background is not what we want." Targeting at the
junior level is not defensible.

No action was taken on Item # 3 of the "Appointments" memorandum.

13. Despite the disagreement over Item # 3 and targeting levels, critics wanted
searches in progress to continue. 9y a motion from the floor the faculty agreed
to approve the Council's appointment of ad hoc committees in Religion, Fine
Arts, and Chemistry, should relevant recommendations come forward from CFA.
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• Regular Meeting 	 11 May 1978
John Spielman, Clerk, presiding	 9:03 a.m.

1. The minutes of the meetings of April 6th, 20th, and 27th were approved. A
compliment mas paid to their "elegance," which the secretary, in accordance
with a faculty motion, here duly records.

2. Stephen Cary, Acting President,

a) provided data on next year's freshman class. The class of '82 will
number between 255 and 270, "larger than anticipated, but we can handle
them." Acceptances to date: 253. Of these between 21 and 25 will be
of minority membership, nearly 10% of the class. Minority represent-
ation was highest in 1974, with 24; last year there were 17. Mr. Cary
had no information on transfers, but "we budgeted for 120." Next
year's matriculants, it appears, are scholastically fit, displaying
musical, athletic, and other talents as well. "Large and strong," was
Mr. Cary's summation. "I will not now make the annual claim that the
in-coming class is the best ever, though that is what it may be this
year." (Students of rhetoric will note the occupatio.)

b) announced the winners of the Augustus Taber Murray Research Fellowships
and the Clementine Cope Fellowships, both for graduate study at another
institution. Murray Fellowships to Peter Lewis Allen, '78 (1st prize),
Dean Barclay, '78 (2nd prize); Cope Fellowships to Craig Alan Sklar, '78
(1st), and Andrew Robert Schiff, '78 (2nd).

A spokesman for the faculty chose this as the appropriate moment for expressing
our thanks and appreciation to Stephen Cary for his "strong, graceful, and humane
leadership" during the past year. (Loud and prolonged applause)

3. The Provost

a) extended an invitation fram the senior class to the faculty to attend
a "champagne brunch" Saturday May 13 at the Dining Center from 10:30 a.m.
to 1:00 p.m.

b) announced Edward Revolinski as Fellow of the Margaret Gest Center for the
Cross-Cultural Study of Religion. Mr. Revolinskils special field is
New Testament and Christian origins.

c) recommended that the faculty approve awarding degrees to all students
who have completed the requirements. The faculty approved, acting from
a consensus at once spontaneous, instantaneous, and unanimous.

4. John Cary for the Honors and Fellowships Committee reported on the awarding
of college honors. Of the 60 seniors who received departmental honors, 10
had sufficient "breadth" outside their major fields to be considered for
college honors. Three were considered and rejected for summa on the basis
of oral examinations; the following 8 were recommended for magna  cam laude:

Eric del Glace° (Chem.), Stephen Finn (Psych.), Elliott Gordon TPol. Sci.),
John Huang (Bio.), John Longstreth (Hist.), Andrew Schiff (Psych.),
Carl Shuman (Eng.), and David Wittenstein (Pol. Sci.)

The faculty approved, and asked the secretary to minute an expression of thanks
to the comnittee for their work.
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5. Aryeh Kosman, representing the Academic Council,

a) announced that the "old" Council is asking the "new"" Council to appoint
a committee to be charged with developing a plan for full coeducation
at Haverford College. This committee would not be obligated to work
over the summer.

b) read Sandra Malard's open letter to the Council (1) questioning "the
adequacy of cur present procedures for assessing the merits of candidates
for re-appointment, tenure, and promotion," and (2) requesting that "the
Council and the faculty enter into discussions whose purpose it would be
to establish a grievance or appeal procedure."

Discussion revealed that both problems—criteria and standards as
well as procedures for appeal—require action, but what sort of action?

Criteria and standards. These should be considered, along with
some related problems. How can communication be improved between
tenured and non-tenured faculty before the decision point is reached?

is the relevance of the "diversity" commitment to the making of
reappointment and tenure decisions? How can we make clearer to newcomers
what faculty performance expectations are?

Appeals procedure. We already have, it was said, "a sort of appeals
procedure." In the case of a negative verdict the candidate can come
before the Council. "If we already have due process, let's not multiply
committees.* But opinion favored lodging appeals with a body independent
of the Council. Should this body be a standing committee? or the local
chapter of the AAUP?

Are these problems for the Council to consider, or for a specially
appointed committee? Of committees we have aplenty, and so the faculty
decided to entrust the Academic Council with "structuring a discussion"
in the fall of the problems raised by Ms. Valard's letter, either
dealing with them itself, if it has time, or assigning them to an
independent committee.

6. Greg Kannerstein of the College Committee on Women at Haverford, after wryly
noting his anomalous position as a male, (2) reviewed the work of the
committee, appointed ad hoc by President Coleman in February 1577 and
continued this year as a standing committee, and (b) previewed the report,
now in preparation and soon ready, by Marsha Levy-Warren, Consultant.

Thanks to dormitory exchange, the participation of Bryn Mawr women in
Haverford extra-curricular activity, and their presence in Haverford Class-
rooms, we have not heretofore had to assume full responsibility for the
education of women. As detailed in the committee's Report of 29 June 1977
(Annex I), changes are mandatory in advising and curriculum, athletics,
security, health services, career and psychological counseling, customs and
orientation. Mr. Kannerstein mentioned in particular

security measures: adequate lighting, an alarm system in the women's
locker room, procedures for preventing sex crimes and for helping
victims if they occur;

the decision to entrust regularly scheduled on-campus gynecological
services not to an M.D., but to a health professional trained in
gynecological care;
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6. (continued)

the problems faced by Haverford's first women's coach resulting in part
from the scarcity of Haverford women students ("How can our few
women compete in inter-collegiate sports?"), and our reliance on
Bryn Mawr students to swell our numbers (symbiosis? or parasitism?);

the lack of coeducational suites for next year ("The problem of definition
alone would keep the committee busy a long time");

the desirability of having a member of the faculty chair the committee.

Relying on a draft of Ms. Levy.4itarren's report, tr. !annerstein noted
certain prevalent dissatisfactions: among women, a sense of isolation,
intensified bywhat they perceive as a lank of continued support for their
deepest concerns; among men, disappointment over the Board's response to the
student demand for fall coeducation; among both men and women, an impatient
awareness of the slowness of change at Haverford, coupled with a feeling that
"Haverford is a very special place--a place that is open to a free exploration
of issues, that encourages participation." "The women students often wondered
about Haverford's commitment to women's education. They spoke of feeling
left out by a place that they valued greatly."

7. In the wake of the report minuted in # 6, a motion from the floor recommended
that our representatives be instructed to reaffirm our commitment to fall
coeducation at the Board meeting of May 12. This sparked a discussion in
which cooperation with Bryn Mawr and coeducation at Haverford were as issues
either joined or sundered, depending on the speaker.

The following consensus minute was prepared by the Clerk.

After considering the report from the Committee on Women at Haverford,
the faculty reaffirmed both its support of cooperation with Bryn Mawr and
its judgment arpressed on December 16, 1976 (Minute 17b) that women should
be admitted to Haverford on the same basis as men. Noting the considerable
progress made this year in extending cooperation with Bryn Mawr College s

the faculty expressed its conviction that the benefits of this increased
cooperation need not be jeopardized by coeducation at Haverford.

8. John Chesick of the Faculty Compensation Committee

a) solicited ballots and asked for a majority vote "by noon today* in the
referendum on a proposed charter revision, previously circulated, which
would eliminate the Household Council and transfer its functions to the
Faculty Compensation Committee. "Only 27 have answered so far, all in
favor of the change."

b) reported that the committee (1) approves the sale of the college-owned
property at 2933 Haverford Road; and (2) strongly disapproves a proposal
that would increase rents by 8% to match faculty salary raises. "We
argue for a rent increase which is tied to• average changes in take-home 
psyj after deductions of taxes and social security, rather than to the
gross income figure." These recommendations, along with others on
trash collection charges and oil burner contracts, were sent to
Samuel Oubins.
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9. Wyatt Mac0affey gave an informal report on Gest activities based on a
memorandum dated 5 May 1978. This year the substantial fund adriristered
by the Provost and the Gest Committee provided "a rich program of recitals
and movies as well as speakers." Slated for next year are a theatre
production and a total of six regular course offerings. Next year's
program focuses on Christianity and Judaism; future programs may focus on
Islamic, Chinese, and African religions, as faculty interests dictate. A
board of distinguished scholars, formed to advise the committee, will meet
in conference at Haverford on 6 May 1978. The committee has issued a
brochure describing the Gest Program to be used for publicity purposes and
by the Admissions Office. Mr. MacGaffey concluded with an appeal for
faculty interest and support.

10. Michael Weinstein of the Administrative Advisory Committee thanked the
chairmen of departments for their five-year budget projections. He promised
a committee report in the fall. Also in the offing: an administrative
report on administrative growth relative to increases in faculty size and
student population. (See Minute 45, 15 December 1977; Minute #2, 2 March 1978.)

11. The last agenda it was a proposal (3 April 1978) by Mark Gould calling for
the 'restructuring of our curriculum so as to make it more accessible to
'working class' students," defined here in a Pickwickian sense to mean
'students of first rate intellectual potential but deficient in the 'academic
skills' currently held by the typical Haverfcrd student.' The aim envisaged
is "to bring 200 'working class' students to Haverford over a period of five
years and thereafter to maintain this number of students as a constant group
within a student body of 1000." Discussion of this proposal failed to
produce a consensus.

Adjournment at 11:23 a.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary of -the Faculty

To Ca rf_AoS m	 LT roV aziavTwV.
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TO:  FACULTY FROM:  W. MacGAFFEY       

RE  Gest Program   DATE.  5/5/78         

This is an informal report on Gest activities for the past year,
and an invitation to you to participate in future annual programs.

The fund administered by the Provost and Gest Committee is a
substantial one, which we would like to use to benefit college ac-
tivities as broadly as possible within the legal constraints. This
year we have provided a rich program of recitals and movies, as well
as speakers. Next year we exnect to sponsor a theatre production,
besides a total of six regular courses. Development of these ac-
tivities depends on your interest.

Based on legal constraints and academic values, the Committee's
policy is as follows:

1) We must deal with a wide range of religions, and in compar-
itive perspective. On the other hand, there must be some selection
and organisation. Consequently, we decided on a series of annual
programs; in 1977-78, "Religions of the Indian subcontinent"; in
1978-79 "Christianity and the classical world".

2) We have to bring visitors to the campus who are as far as
Possible adherents as well as professors of tae traditions in ques-
tion. It is very much to our advantage to have them here for ex-
tended periods, both so that we may get to know them well and that
their work may be integrated with the curriculum (i.e., they are
here long enough to teach courses). Lacking sufficient lead-time,
we were unable in 1977-78 to do more than bring a long series of
short-term visitors - not at all what we prefer. Long-term visitors,
however, have to be contracted for well in advance.

3) The annual programs must be integrated with the teaching
program, and that means that the appointed Conveners, who choose
and work with the visitors, must be regular members of the Faculty.
They do not have to be experts in the topic. For most of them, a
Convenership will be a sort of personal research program.

4) A Convenership is intended to be a great opportunity, not
a burden. Gest Committee is therefore prepared to pay for time
off, research assistance, travel, and summer stipends as may be
appropriate.

5) Even this rate of expenditure does not exhaust the funds,
but we expect the Program to become more expensive as it develops.
We expect the "annual" programs to overlap, eg., this year's visitor's
term extends through next year so that he overlaps with next year's
visitor; the Convener for this year continues his interest in the
topic and will continue to receive some support; the Convener for
the year after next has already held a preliminary conference of
scholars in the field; and so on.
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6) We have given some support to the Library, but hope to do
more in future.

7) We have thought about programs in Islam, Chinese religions
and African religions, because some members of the Faculty are in-
terested in these subjects. We would like to hear about others.
Other kinds of tonics are perfectly in order, eg. religious move-
ments, ecstatic religions, or ritual - all of which might evoke
the participation of several departments. The fact that Christianity
and Judaism both annear in next year's nrogram does not mean they
cannot reappear in some new context - indeed, they should. The his-
torical, cultural and social context is to be included in the study
of "religion".

8) To advise the Committee we have nut together a board of
distinguished scholars, who were invited to a conference at ilaver-
ford, 6 Aay, 1978. They include:

JACKSON H. BAILEY	 KENNETH W. MORGAN
Earlham College

JOHN B. CARMAN
Harvard University

JOHN ROSS CARTER
Colgate University

ELIOT DEUTSCH
University of Hawaii

Princeton, New Jersey

RAIMUNDO PANIKKAR
University of California/
Santa Barbara

DONALD K. SWEARER
Swarthmore College

ROBERT A.F. THURMAN
Amherst College

9) The Committee has put out a brochure describing Jest Pro-
gram which is to be used for publicity nurposes and by the Admissions
Office. Some of our events have been advertised on local radios and
newspapers. Interaction with a broad public is one of our obligations.

10) The Conveners for next year are Joseph Russo (Fall) and
Richard Luman (Snring). Other participants are Ross ::raemer, Paul
Desjardins, and Robert Butman.

Finally, the Committee would like to congratulate and thank
Ashok Gangadean for planning and executing this year a remarkable
program; the events have been well attended by people from on and
off campus.

.;:lacG:sja
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